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Foreword

This report is published by the Molecular Science Research Center at Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, which is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute.
The primary mission of the Molecular Science Research Center is to advance our understanding
of the molecular sciences and to apply this advanced understanding to a broad spectrum of
environmental missions for the Department of Energy. Directed (basic), multidisciplinary
research programs involving chemical, biological, materials, and computational sciences are
undertaken at the Molecular Science Research Center to increase our basic understanding of
complex systems. The knowledge gained from our research programs in advanced processing
methods, analytic methods/characterization, and health effects will be combined with technology
development activities in other research centers at Pacific Northwest Laboratory and at other
federal laboratories, universities, and industry to solve complex environmental management
probleL_as.

The Molecular Science Research Center is also developing and will manage the Environment-
al and Molecular Sciences Laboratory, which will be a national focal point of molecular science
research with an emphasis on the environmental management mission of the Department of
Energy. The Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory will be a national collaborative
research center where scientists from universities, industry, and other federal laboratories can
work cooperatively on developing new knowledge, understanding, and technology. As a
collaborative research facility, the Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory will support
Department of Energy missions by 1) identifying challenging directed and applied research
problems, 2) recruiting nationally known scientists to work on solutions to these problems,
3) developing frontier capabilities and equipment to address the new research challenges,
4) establishing collaborative research and mutually beneficial cross-training efforts with members
of the nation's scientific community, and 5) facilitating the transfer of new technology to users,
thus accelerating environmental cleanup efforts and enhancing U.S. competitiveness in world
markets.

We are pleased with the progress of our research programs thus far and are excited about the
challenges that lie ahead for the Molecular Science Research Center and the Environmental and
Molecular Sciences Laboratory. I hope that this report will provide you with a glimpse of the
efforts being undertaken by the Department of Energy and Pacific Northwest Laboratory to
address the nation's complex environmental restoration and waste management issues.

Michael L. Knotek

Manager, Molecular Science Research Center
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

°°°
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"Ilais report was prepared from input provided by the participants of a workshop entitled
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Summary

A major new scientific effort proposed as part of the Molecular Science Research Center at
Pacific Northwest Laboratory will build upon the unique physical and chemical properties of
atomic and molecular clusters. The theoretical and experimental investigation of prototypical
molecular clusters will enhance fundamental understanding of chemical structures and dynamics at
interfaces. This understanding of interfacial chemistry is needed to address scientific issues
related to environmental restoration and waste management. It will also contribute to improve-
ment of national technological, economic, and ecological health, ali important issues within the
mission of the U.S. Department of Energy.

In a workshop held in June 1990, scientists working in the field of cluster chemistry
throughout the nation recommended a novel interactive research approach that consists of the
following components:

• a cluster research facility focused on problems in environmental chemistry and designed to
develop a wide range of collaborations within the U.S. scientific community

• a permanent scientific and technical staff at the facility who will develop and use
state-of-the-art instruments and theoretical tools for cluster research and provide technical
support to visiting scientists

• a means for providing stable funding for collaborative research activities, core research
activities, and operation of a visiting scientist program.

Using this approach and the proposed facility, research could be accomplished that would not
otherwise be poss_le. The necessary interaction and synergism between theory, simulation, and
experiment will be enhanced through a common facility that encompasses ali three activities. The
wide range of techniques at one site would allow a battery of experimental and theoretical
investigations to bear on a particular problem simultaneously. As the national focus for funda-
mental cluster and environmental interests, the facility should offer a short response time to new
discoveries and advances and provide rapid technology transfer and dissemination of new results
and data. Research that might be conducted more appropriately in a single-investigator
laboratory would be supported through the proposed collaborator program.

The workshop participants developed objectives, approaches, and requirements for four areas
of research: surface-supported clusters, water and contaminant interactions, time-resolved
dynamics in clusters, and cluster structures and reactions. Surface-supported cluster research
involves studying specially prepared clusters on a variety of support structures. Such research will
help develop environmental catalytic transformation of contaminants such as polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons, chlorinated and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons and transition metals including
actinides. Surface-supported cluster research could also be of great importance in the creation of
materials that adsorb selected molecules known to be toxic or serve as a molecular "sponge" that
encapsulates contaminant species. Key experimental elements of this work could be constructed
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as interchangeable modules to limit the total number of different instruments needed and increase
the efficiency of the laboratory. The participants recommended five surface science workstations,
each with a somewhat different capability.

Studies of the interactions between water and contaminants will address the roles that the

water molecule plays in environmental chemistry as a solvent, a catalyst, and a reactant. ThF;
work will also address fundamental issues the mechanisms that carry and transform surrounding
_he mechanisms that carry and transform pollutants in the soft and water table and, conversely,
mechanisms that cause percolation through soft, the primary means by which contaminants are
prevented from reaching the aquifer. Equipment needed for this research ineludes state-of-the-
art pulsed and continuous-wave lasers, a wide range of cluster sources, and two or more high-
throughput, easily accessed vacuum systems.

Time-resolved dynamic studies in dusters are needed to measure the rates of fundame:atal
processes that occur at solid-liquid interfaces and in condensed-phase media. The detailedt micro-
scopic information gained from such studies, in concert with theoretical _'_odeling, will provide
predictive capabilities that can be used to improve the reliability of environmental models. In this
area, a powerful and unique facility can be made available to the scientific community by employ-
ing a thoughtful combination of existing teelmologies that are not simultaneously available in
smaller laboratories.

Cluster structure and reaction studies will target the microscopic phenomena that occur in
solvent-reactant-subsurface systems. Direct measurement of reactions and structures of clusters in
a controlled and systematic manner will provide basic scientific knowledge needed to guide
environmental models. Required equipment includes a fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance
facility consisting of a high-field, large-bore superconducting magnet and a variable-temperature
cluster reaction drift tube.

..o
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Acronyms

AFM Atomic Force Microscope

AI Artificial Intelligence

CPM Colliding-Pulse Mode-Locked

CSDRF Ouster Structure and Dynamics Research Facility

CW Continuous Wave

EELS Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

EXAFS Extend X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure

FT-ICR Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance

FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

ICS Intense Cluster Sources

ICR Ion Cyclotron Resonance

ICRF Intense Cluster Research Facility

lR Infrared

IVR Internal V_rational Energy Redistribution

LEED l.x_wEnergy Electron Diffraction

LIF Laser Induced Fluorescence

MPI Multi Photon Ionization

MS Mass Spectrometer

MSRC Molecular Science Research Center

MSNCB Mass-Selected Neutral Cluster Beams

NEXAFS Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
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OPO Optical Parametric Oscillator

PAH Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

REMPI Resonance-Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionization

STM Scanning Tunneling Microscope

TAP Technical Advisory Panel

TOFMS Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer

UHV Ultra High Vacuum

UPS Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy

VUV Vacuum Ultraviolet

XPS X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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1.0 Introduction

Subterranean and atmospheric chemical bonding and reaction mechanisms, orienta-
reactions of environmental importance are tion, surface speciation, solvation, and
dominated by interfacial processes. To un- hydration.
derstand these proce_es, experimental and
theoretical models of fundamental chemical For geochemists to be able to formulate
structures and dynamics at interfaces are more accurate models of surface adsorption
needed. Just as the careful study of small complcxation and reaction, it is necessary to
molecules has led to productive, detailed develop accurate molecular fundamentals
models of the properties of large biomolecu- that enable environmental geochemists to
lar structures, the fundamcatal understanding predict surface reaction mechanisms and con-
of models of interfacial chcmist_ will bc stants from first principles. Fundamental
greatly enhanced by the combined t_oretic_" molecular models of these complex processes
and experimental investigation of smaller, will be developed in an interactive scientific
prototypical dusters. Furthermore, r_.,earch research environment involving studies of
results leading to an improved understanding experimental and theoretical models, which
of the molecular fundamentals of surface and include studies of the interaction of solvent

materials science may be expected to signifi- and solute molecules at the surfaces of
cantly contribute m the improvement of na- clusters.
tional technological, economic, and ecologi-
cal health, ali important issues within the To meet these challenges, as well as com-
mission of the U.S. Department of Energy plex challenges from other missions, requires
(DOE). a major national scientific effort. A key to

success is the use of atomic and molecular

The range of scientific demands made by clusters of controlled complexity in a closely
the environmental restoration and waste coupled experimental and theoretical effort.
management effort is enormous. To detect,
model, treat, and/or contain contaminants in With its new thrust in these well-defined
the earth and its atmosphere requires an ad- areas, the Molecular Science Research Cen-
vanced level of understanding of chemistry at ter (MSRC) at Pacific Northwest Laboratory
interfaces. Application of the current base of (PNL) is ideally suited to attract the national
chemical knowledge is generally insufficient and international scientific establishment in
for the task. this effort and to focus the effort on key sci-

entitle challenges. Outside scientists working
For example, the mechanisms of migra- in the field of cluster chemistry were invited

tion and reaction of subterranean organic to participate in preliminary planning for a
and metallic cations is controlled by binding major cluster research facility proposed as
to mineral surfaces in aquifers and other part of the MSRC. A workshop held in June
porous media. Many qtmstions concerning 1990 led to the recommendations presented
the chemistry of the surface complexes here.
formed on extended and particulate-layered
oxide materials, such as clays with charged This report begins by describing the
reactive sites, involve uncertainti_ of general application of cluster based research
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to environmental chemistry and the develop- facilities and equipment required for each
ment of a Cluster Structure and Dynamics area of research are then presented. The
Research Facility (CSDRF). Next, four appendices contain workshop agenda and a
important areas of cluster research are listing of the researchers who participated in
desenq_l in more detail, including how they the workshop discussions that led to this
can impact environmental problems. The report.
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2.0 Cluster Research and Environmental Chemistry

Interfacial phenomena influence the Previous environmentally oriented geo-
sorption and abiotic transformations of chemical research supported by the DOE has
solutes on mineral and organo-mineral solids investigated the migration mechanism of or-
in soil and groundwater. Sorption and ganic and metallic cations. Migration was
surface-catalyzed abiotic transformations are found to be retarded due to binding to min-
widely recognized contributors to the eral surfaces in aquifers and other porous
"natural filtration" capacity of soils and media. In the course of that research many
porous aquifer media and are of central questions have arisen concerning the chemis-
importance in determining contaminant try of the surface complexes formed, particu-
transport rates and persistence times, larly with regard to bonding and reaction
Chemicals that are widely found at DOE mechanisms, orientation, surface speciation,
sites include both organic and inorganic solvation, and hydration. It has become clear
materials. Examples of common subsoil con- that resolving these questions, at the mole-
taminants at DOE sites include hydrocar- cular level, would enable environmental geo-
bons, chlorinated hydrocarbons at,d aro- chemists to predict surface reaction constants
matics, ketones, N-heterocycles and amines, from first principles, and hence formulate
heavy metals, toxic anions (cyanide, nitrate more accuratemodels of surface adsorption
and fluoride), and radionuclides. Many of the complexation and reaction.
storage containers used to isolate these
contaminants are now in a dangerous condi- Chemical reactivity at solid-liquid inter-
tion. As a result, these mixed wastes, which faces is mediated by the interactions among
include radionuclides and organic materials, the solvent, solute, and adsorbate solute
have seeped into both the soil and aquifer molecules. Reactions and thermodynamic
and have escaped as noxious gases. Primarily processes that are enhanced at interfaces in-
for this reason, chemical processes that occur elude proton transfer reactions such as solute
at interfaces are highly relevant to environ- hydrolysis and acid dissociation, electron
mental quality issues at DOE sites, transfer processes, and the stability of

adsorbate-substrate complexes. Such inter-
Valid models of both atmospheric and facial effects profoundly influence the dyna-

subterranean chemical reactions, at the mi- mics of contaminants, soil, and groundwater.
croscopic and macroscopic levels are urgently However, these phenomena at the molecular
needed to evaluate proposed technological level are not well understood, which pre-
responses to environmental challenges rang- eludes the development of rigorous descrip-
ing from global atmospheric change to sub- tive models. State-of-the-art experiments
surface contaminant migration on DOE sites, using model systems (i.e., clusters) containing
Unfortunately, accurate models of such phe- oxides, carbonates, and silicates in contact
nomena are unavailable, primarily because with solvent and solute contaminants found
the relevant chemical reactions are not at DOE sites can resolve many of the scienti-
understood. The purpose of this report is ric ambiguities that thwart the study of inter-
to promote the construction of reliable facial reactions in geochemical systems.
predictive models by directing cluster
research toward the study of environmental An example is provided by charge-
problems, transfer chemistry at interfaces. The
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dynamics of electron transfer at interfaces is UHV surface experiments and the thermally
profoundly influenced by the presence of and spatially averaged observations that are
solvent molecules. Useful paradigms for made at complex liquid-solid interfaces com-
solvent-solute interactions are provided by monly encountered by the geochemist. This
intramolecular charge transfer processes, gap must be resolved if fundamental infor-
where the charge donor and acceptor groups marion and concepts from the studies of
are linked in a single molecule by a common ideal surfaces are ever to be successfully
bridge. The effect of solvent molecules on transferred to the more complex systems of
charge transfer processes at interfaces that environmental chemistry. Establishing a
are important in geochemical and atmos- rational relationship between the laboratory
pheric environments can be properly under- and natural environment will require an in-
stood only after the theories of simpler, terdisciplinary approach with a heavy reli-
analogous, solution-phase transformations ance upon experimental methods that yield
have been developed, corroborative measurements, and upon the-

ory to proxqde interpretive models in both
An essential step in the development of regimes.

informative models of chemical dynamics is
the correlation of structural information with The ultimate goal is to understand
kinetic data. Such structural data can be ob- condensed-phase chemical reaction dynamics
mined most easily by first studying "model" in the natural environment. The physical and
microscopic systems. An example of such a chemical systems found in the environment
system is a cluster of reactive solute mole- are far from ideal -- they are not composed
eules surrounded by a specified number of of perfect surfaces in contact with dilute
solvent molecules. Although experimental solutions. Modeling the structures and
control of cluster size is still in its infancy, it simulating the dynamics of these complex en-
is apparent that an investment in large-scale, vironmental systems will require studying sur-
high-flux cluster beam technologies as well as faces with defects that are in contact with
sources especially tailored for production of nondilute aqueous solutions of metal ions
specific types of clusters is required. If the and organic contaminants. Molecular and
necessary support is provided for initial stud- metallic clusters that are relatively easy to
ies using model systems mimicking environ- generate and characterize can be used as pro-
mentally relevant solution-phase interfaces, totypes for surfaces that occur in nature.
major gains in the knowledge of these and For this reason, it is expected that cluster
similar systems will be achieved, studies, correlated with state-of-the-art

surface measurements, will be the key to un-
It is important to determine the relation- derstanding solid surfaces occurring in the

ship between concepts derived from well- environment.
behaved state-selected, low-temperature,
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3.0 The Cluster Structure and Dynamics Research Facility

The Chemical Structure and Dynamics 3.1 The CSDRF Approach to Cluster
Program, as a part of the MSRC, is designed Research
to provide information crucial to the devel-
opment of a molecular-level understanding By using clusters as the research medium,
of the mechanisms, d)qaamics,and kinetics of the complexity of solvent-reactant-substrate
chemical reactions underlying enviromr_ental systems can be introduced in a controlled
processes. Such knowledge is essential for and systematic manner. Model systems can
the development of new technologies and for be studied initially as gaseous phase clusters,
the scientific evaluation and assessment of then as clusters on macroscopic solid sur-
proposed actions related to the waste man- faces, and finally in solution. Isolated clusters
agement and environmental restoration of atoms that compose the target substrate
effort. Experimental studies of the structure- will be synthesized in the gaseous phase and
function relationships controlling chemical will mimic active surface sites. Spectroscopic
reactions for molecules at interfaces will be and other noninvasive measurements will

used to obtain this understanding, establish the relationships between cluster
structures and their reactivities.

Achieving a quantitative understanding of
chemical reaction dynamics at interfaces in Solvent-solvent and solvent-surface inter-
condensed media is an important frontier of actions will be studied in a similar manner.

chemical physics research. This challenging Studies of both pure solvent and mixed
and demanding scientific problem requires an solvent-substrate clusters will be used to

understanding of the solid substrate, the develop a quantitative understanding of the
solvent, and their mutual effect upon chemi- types of forces required in modeling solvent
cal reaction dynamics. To solve these effects. Likewise, reactant-substrate,
problems, state-of-the-art experimental tech- reactant-solvent and, eventually solvent-
niques will need to be integrated with high- reactant-substrate systems will be modeled, at
level theoretical models. The common goal first as isolated clusters. The approach relies
for both experimental and theoretical studies on direct observations when possible and
will be developing or refinittg models that uses experimental extrapolation otherwise.
will give physical insight into molecular Small systems will be subjected to qu_ntita-
structures, potential energy surfaces, and the tive theoretical and experimental analysis and
dynamics of molecular motions related to will be the basis for understanding more
surface phenomena. The proposed cluster complex systems. These complex systems will
research facility, the CSDRF, is designed to be studied using lower resolution techniques
bring together these diverse resources in a and theoretical approximations. While it may
coordinated research effort to attack inter- not be possible to obtain detailed structural
facial problems of environmental importance, data of large solvent-reactant-substrate
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clusters, measurements of chemical reaction 1. cluster synthesis, mass analysis, storage,
dynamics in these eluster_ can be understood and deposition capabilities of a scale not
using theories tested previously by their easily achieved in a single-investigator
application to simpler systems, research program

Research will be conducted by MSRC 2. a complete set of structural and dynamic
staff and by visiting scientists, and will focus diagnostic tools to complement the
on species of environmental importance, in- limited set usually available to a single
eluding oxidized materials containing silicon, investigator
aluminum, and irt,n. Results from this pro-
gram are likely to 5":_elda quantitative under- 3. a means for research on a broad variety
standing of chemical reactions at interfaces of cluster materials to match the range
in condensed media. Another advantage of of research interests in the cluster
this program includes the development of research community.
new technologies for studying surfaces. Inter-
pretation of experimental observables and The result is a proposed cluster research
their importance to theories dealing with facility with unique capabilities and a diver-
interfacial reactions will be greatly aided by sity of applications. At the heart of this
interactions between the experimental and facility are two unique instruments 1) a
theoretical programs within the MSRC and group of intense cluster sources (ICS) utiliz-
with researchers at other laboratories and ing large-scale mass spectrometers, and 2) a
universities, large-scale cluster ion trap built around an

ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) mass spec-
trometer. These facilities and their associated

3.2 Planning the CSDRF Facility support equipment will be developed and
used by a combination of outside collabora-

When the Chemical Structure and Dyna- tot's and an in-house, programmatic-based
mics Program was first proposed, it was clear research team. The entire range of synthesis
that cluster-based research would play a key and diagnostic capabilities must be an
role in the mission to provide a molecular- integral part of the implementation plan, and
level understanding of reaction dynamics at should not rely on outside programmatic
interfaces. Hence, outside scientists working support to individual collaborators for devel-
in the field of duster chemistry were invited opment. Academic, industrial, and other gov-
to participate in a preliminary evaluation of a ernmental scientists should participate as
major cluster research facility that would members of collaborative teams that also in-
both meet the environmental objectives and volve the permanent scientific and technical
simultaneously contn'bute to the overall staff of the CSDRF. If this step is taken, it

, development of this field. The meetings of will ensure that the environmental motiva-
two working groups, in the fall of 1989, were tion and directions of this experimental pro-
followed by a larger workshop in June 1990. gram will not be lost.
These meetings led to the recommendation
that a collaborator facility for cluster The conceptual and technical problems to
research be established with the following be solved are remarkably difficult and reside
characteristics: at the cutting edge of present understanding.

]
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To be successful, the CSDRF must be a lo- consider what contributions can be expected
cus for the interaction of many disciplines, from a major, centralized, collaborator-
techniques, and research groups. The effort oriented facility for the study of clusters and
must be diverse and include state-of-the-art cluster-interface interactions. There are many
research in experiment, theory, and compu- areas of cluster research to which the new
ter simulation of small and large clusters, facility can contribute that would not du-
surfaces, and reactions. To remain at the plicate individual investigator efforts already
cutting edge of science and technology across in progress. Thus, such a facility would
a wide range of theoretical and experimental enable research that would not otherwise be
capabilities, the facility must be able to possible.
respond rapidly and effectively to changes,
breakthroughs, and advances in the field. First, the facility would serve as a focus for

fundamental cluster and environmental inter-
The diversity of performance needs will ests. As new environmental concerns for spe-

require complex instrumentation and a base cific substances and interactions become
of scientific and support staff. Also, the known, fundamental cluster studies can be
number and breadth of intended collabora- initiated. The new research might occur
tors can be serviced only by a facility that onsite, or it might be done, if appropriate, in
provides capabilities and resources in a a single-investigator laboratory supported
parallel rather than a sequential manner, through the proposed collaborator program.
This mandates the development of a group
of compatible source chambers that can be Second, a major requirement for cluster
used in conjunction with a diversity of studies is interaction and synergism among
diagriostic tools, some of which can be theory, s_mulation, and experiment. Such
shared, collaborations can best be enhanced and

promoted through a common facility that
encompasses ali three activities.

3.3 Advantages of a Collaborator
Facility for Cluster Research Third, the proposed facility will host a

wide range of techniques at one site and can
New experimental capabilities are needed thus bring a battery of experimental and

to prepare and characterize proposed micro- theoretical investigations to bear on a
scopic experimental models of condensed- particular problem simultaneously. In con-
phase chemistry, such as the interaction of trast to a single-investigator laboratory, the
water, contaminants, and mineral particles, facility will be able to remain flexible and
State-of-the-art experimental methods must should adapt rapidly to state-of-the-art
be employed to resolve conceptual and quan- changes and advances that may occur simul-
titative issues that limit the reliable taneously in many areas. It would not have
application of current computational models to retain older technology because of the
both in the chemical physics of these interac- lack of resources, personnel, space, or con-
tions and in predictive geochemical models tinued support. As a result, the proposed
of contaminant transport and transformation, facility should offer a short response time to

new discoveries and advances as they are

The major question that arises when con- developed, both onsite and elsewhere.
sidering the need for the proposed facility
is that of uniqueness. It is important to Finally, the CSDRF can provide a service

to the cluster community through technology
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transfer and regular rapid dissemination of A critical component of any successful visi-
new results and data. The facility will con- tor program is broad-based institutional sup-
tinually build a data bank that can be applied port. Adequate support for visitors includes
to ali varieties of practical problems, both of fellowship stipends, short-term housing,
environmental importance and otherwise, travel funds, office space, computer support

both onsite and offsite, and publication assis-
tance. Other requirements include funds for

3.4 Making the CSDRF a Collabo- operating expenses and capital equipment.
rator Facility The visitor program would operate most ef-

fectively if a permanent liaison position were

Many of the scientists invited to the work- established to ensure coordination. In addi-
shop supported a vigorous collaborator pro- tion to overseeing funding issues, this liaison
gram in association with the cluster speetro- would also maintain records of collaborator
scopy and dynamics research facility. This activity, organize laboratory schedules, keep
interest was centered around the research a record of the data generated, maintain a
needs of the scientists, who expressed con- library of publications arising from the
cern regarding the means for gaining access research, and publish a periodic newsletter.
to the facility. Outside scientists were willing
to assist in the design of the facility given the In addition to the collaborative research,
prospect of initiating collaborative programs workshop participants recommended forma-
with staff at PNL It was felt by ali partici- tion of a substantial seminar program de-
pants that an interactive research initiative signed to promote exchange of ideas with the
on the applications of clusters to environ- larger community. If the MSRC is to become
mental problems could be the key to the sue- a proponent of cluster research, regular
tess of the new facility, workshops must be offered to the cluster

community. Some of these should be
3.4.1 Scientific Outreach and Visitor research-levelworkshops designed to ensure

Support the rapid promulgation of research results,and others should be more tutorial and in-

It was proposed that a number of options elude theory and experimental methods.
be offered to collaborating scientists. First, a Comprehensive training for specific experi-
visiting scholar pro_am for senior scientists merits should also be available. As one
was supported. Such a program would give example, participants felt that a workshop on

the geophysical and geochemical problemsPNL positive exposure in the scientific com-
munity and provide a valuable infusion of that are pertinent to the environmental
new ideas. The duration of the stay of visit- cleanup problem would be of great value to
ing senior scientists should be flexible, and chemical physicists working on the structures

and surfaces of subterranean materials.visits of from two weeks to a year are ex-
pected. A second visitor program, involving
postdoctoral fellows and graduate students, 3.4.2 Technical Issues
was also recommended. It was felt that this

program could be particularly valuable if it The need for permanent skilled support
was associated with cooperative programs personnel at the cluster research facility was
between PNL and collaborating universities, also discussed. Many outside collaborators

will be able to make only relatively short
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visits, so it is imperative that ali the facilities interest in collaborating with groups in PNL
required be functional on arrival. It is recom- that are not part of the MSRC. In all cases
mended that facility staff include senior tech- where national security is not in question,
nieians who are capable of operating most of such collaboration should be encouraged, in-
the equipment in the absence of the princi- eluding access to the facilities of collaborat-
pal investigator. It is appropriate to hire a ing PNL research groups.
PhD-level chief technician to establish,
operate, and maintain more exotic equip- "[he means established for technology
ment such as the ICR, and this person transfer should permit methods and knowl-
should also be responsible for the training edge generated at PNL to reach the commu-
and oversight of the other technicians, nity at large. In addition, an efficient

mechanism that permits PNL to hire or buy
Electronics and machine shop support services, including the design and fabrication

should be available at ali times for small of research equipment, from academic and
short-notice jobs in order to prevent delays industrial laboratories is needed so that
in getting experiments operational. Given the leading-edge technologies can be imported
general operating methods at PNL it may be directly. A reasonable vehicle for doing this
necessary to establish an electronics and might be to provide seed grants for con-
mechanical shop that is dedicated to this strutting prototype equipment in university
purpose. In particular, it is important that laboratories, with options for duplication at
appropriate arrangements be made for off- PNL Outside scientists should play a role in
hours access to these and other vital program development, along with PNL staff
facilities, and commercial contract organizations. This

recommendation means that a method for

As suggested in the section discussing sup- identifying intellectual property should be
ported clusters, a versatile collaborator facil- established to avoid patent problems and
ity must have a standardized modular form difl]culties with confidentiality in proprietary
for sample input, cluster sources, and detec- research.
tion and analysis equipment. In particular,
UHV surface samples will need to be tram- Given the importance of computers for cal-
ported between PNL and the parent institu- culations and for analysis of data, access to
tions of visiting scientists. It is essential that such facilities should also be unencumbered
a standard, portable transfer container be by security problems. It is certain that the
designed with ports that are compat_le with PNL computing facilities are going to be
ali the PNL equipment in the CSDRF. used for network access to the collaborator's

home laboratories, for data transfer, e-mail

3.4.3 Facility Access and Intellectual exchange, and offsite computations. One par-
Property Issues titular request concerned providing access to

databases and computer graphics capabilities
If a substantial portion of the academic for visualizing minerals and ether materials

community is to be included, it is imperative that are relevant to the environmental
that the CSDRF facilities be fully available mission of PNL For interactions such as
to foreign nationals. Theworkshop noted these, the collaborator community will need
that outside scientists have expressed an access to substantial consulting services.
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3.4.4 Collaborator Commlttee results of the research and be responsible for
monitoring the success of the collaborator

Ali of the outside scientists at the work- program. It was felt that a primary objective
shop proposed that a Collaborator Commit- of the committee should be to deal quickly
tee should be established. The committee and objectively with research proposals. In
should include members from both PNL and this context, it was agreed that the external
the outside scientific community, with the peer review process is probably too cumber-
latter eomtituting the majority. This com- some for the present purposes. Rather, the
mittee should have direct access to the Tech- committee should initiate and encourage col-
nieal Advisory Panel (TAP) for the MSRC, laboratiom between suitable outside scien-
to the director of the MSRC, and to the tists and the senior investigators at PNL.
Associate Director respons_le for the over-
sight of the cluster facility. The TAP is an The workshop participants noted the need
appropriate agency to name the members of for a clear distinction between collaborative
the collaborator committee, projects and service activities. One concern

was that of creating sufficient experimental
The function of the Collaborator Commit- time for outside activities without over-

tee would be to recommend operating proce- burdening the principal investigators at PNL.
dures, review proposals for collaborative The Collaborator Committee needs to en-
research, resolve disputes, and make general sure that the new facility encourages col-
policies on stipends and funding. An early laborative research rather than lapsing into a
task of the Collaborator Committee should purely service organization. This issue should
be to establish a method for soliciting and not be a problem for genuine collaborative
evaluating proposals from the scientific projects, particularly if a PNL-resident
community. It should also devise a mech- visiting student or fellow is associated with
anism for evaluating and disseminating the the project.
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4.0 Research Areas

Four areas of cluster research were significant impact. Perhaps the most
addressed by working groups at the important area involves the detailed study of
workshop: surface structures that function as catalysts.

Target structures prepared as clusters and
1. surface-supported clusters deposited on surfaces (i.e., supported clusters

as synthetic reaction sites) will be an ideal
2. water and contaminant interactions means for the systematic development of ef-

fective "environmental catalysts."
3. time-resolved dynamics in clusters

The conversion of polynuclear aromatic
4. cluster structures and reactions, hydrocarbons (PAH) to other hydrocarbons

and alteration of the oxidation state of
The discussion and recommendations in each chromium are two areas where the result of
area are presented in this section, supported-cluster research is likely to offer

better economic and environmental alterna-

tives to present technologies. In many in-
4.1 Surface-Supported Clusters stances,the concentrations of PAHs and

chromium are relatively low and the amounts
xi'he general consensus of the supported of contaminated material are massive. In

cluster working group was that the study of such eases, a catalytic process that selectively
gas-solid, liquid-solid, and gas-liquid-solid converted the pollutants to more benign
interfaces at a basic level is crucial before materials would be of great value.
tackling the complexities of the real wodd.
The study of clusters is a logical beginning In principle, a broad range of cluster
and may lead to significant breakthroughs materials is available for development of
with important consequences for environ- environmental catalysts. Transition metal
mental restoration at DOE sites. Perhaps clusters, including the bare metals, bimetal-
most important is the development of the lies, oxides, carbides, and sulfides, are good
ability to manipulate clusters by altering their candidates for such applications. Specifically
size, composition, chemical and catalytic prepared supported-cluster materials based
activity, and their magnetic and electronic on these materials could serve as model sys-
properties. By studying specially prepared terns for studying processes where toxic mole-
clusters on a variety of support structures, cules are converted to environmentally safe
the ability to control precisely the morphol- chemicals. Unfortunately, developing the
ogy, chemistry, and electronic structure of practical aspects of these types of catalytic
the microsurface interface will be developed, materials requires much more work.

4.1.1 Environmental Issues and To be effective, environmental catalysts
Surface Cluster Research must be extremely rugged and not easily poi-

sonedby the myriad of other constituents in

The working group identified a number the subterraneanenvironment. Also, they
of environmental problemsupon which would function best if producedin situ to
supported-cluster researchis likely to have provide a costeffective and more natural
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means for remediation, r:urthermore, in situ "sponge_ that selectively encapsulated species
catalysts must not be toxic themselves or such as PAHs, plutonium, and chromium.
produce toxins from other materials. These
considerations require the highest level of These suggestions are just a few possible
scientific understanding in the development solutions based on intelligent speculation. A
of such materials, fundamental base of pertinent data must be

established if they are to be made a reality.
Another area where supported clusters This will require the measurement of quan-

are likely to be of great importance is in the titles, such as molecular binding energies on
creation of materials that selectively adsorb silica and alumina, to be used when construct-
particular molecules known to be toxic, ing models for interactions with clays. Such
Cluster-based materials could be prepared to models are needed as an aid to understand-
selectively bind to toxic metals such as Lngion mobilities and pollutant percolation
chromium, plutonium, and uranium. Once rates in soils. Similarly, accurate electro-
bound, the cluster-contaminant complex chemical studies of clusters on surfaces will
could be more easily separated from the agow determination of oxidation states and
environment. The production of nanoscale the electrolytic effects of cluster size on
material by cluster deposition could readily solution chemistry. Even in the absence of
lead to enhanced or altered reactivity at the solutions like those considered above, the
cluster/cluster or cluster/surface interface, body of understanding obtained will apply

directly to modeling of pollutant migration
Another promising area for research is and reactions in natural environments.

the development of molecular models for de-
scribing the interactions between ditrigonal 4.1.2 Scientific Issues Regarding
cavities on phyllosilicatesurfacesand solv- Clusters on Surfaces
ated metal cations.Suchstudieswill require
techniquesfor preparingandcharacterizing The most fundamentalset of questions
"colloidal"clustersof kaoliniteand various askswhat happens to a cluster on a surface.
smectites. One method for doing this would It is not known how the geometric and elec-
involve the thermally-induced exfoliation of tronic structures of the clusters vary with size
size-separated natural clays that have lay- and with the type of support material. We
drated interlayers, have essentially no knowledge of the way in

which properties such as mobilities, diffusion
The impact of high kinetic energy cluster coefficients, and aggregation rates depend on

beams onto surfaces could be used to create cluster size and composition, temperature, or
selectively sized porous materials, such as substrate material. There is little information
thin film zeolites, for molecular templates, on the way in which cluster structures
These materials may allow membrane separa- develop, how they can be stabilized for use,
tion techniques to be applied to environ- or how they may be effectively characterized.
mental problems. By carefully controlling the
size and kinetic energy of the impacting It is essential to develop methods for
clusters, it could be possible to precisely controlling the final form of supported clus-
control the pore size in the membrane. The ters. The synthesis of stable materials
use of such molecular sizing techniques could is certain to require more than depositing
then allow the physical trapping of pollut- mass selected clusters on a surface. It is
ants. It is evident that there would be tre- likely to involve a series of steps such as
mendous advantages in creating a molecular
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photoactivation, thermal cycling, and chemi- If we are to understand contaminant mi-
col treatment. Developing an understanding gration in groundwaters, we need to under-
of supported clusters is of fundamental and stand the chemistry of solvated clusters. It
practical importance and will require eluci- will be important to determine how cluster
dation of the structural, electronic, and reactivity varies at the liquid-solid interface.
magnetic properties. In parallel with the One problem that arises in the case of liquid-
manufacturing of supported clusters, tech- solid interfaces is elucidating the chemistry of
niques for characterizing these products will hydrated clusters. We also need to under-
also need to be developed, stand how to prepare and characterize clm-

ters containing a single metal atom that is
Little is known about the adsorption, de- solvated by water and by mixtures of water

sorption, and decomposition dynamics of clus- and organic solvents such as methanol, phe-
ters Ga surfaces. To prepare the new mate- nol, acrylonitrile, and acetone. It is necessary
rials, we need to understand the effects of to dete:rmine how reactions depend on the
depositing clusters at different impact charge of the hydrated species and the effect
energies. We need to know if special strut- of altering the pH of the liquid layer. Finally,
tures or surface morphologies can be created we need to explore the chemistry that occurs
by micro-sandblasting a surface with clusters, at double layers, whether clusters can be
Of particular relevance, and presently stabilized as micelles, where supported
unknown, are which techniques will most cluster electrochemistry will lead, and if
efficiently create unique trapping sites or electrochemical catalysis and supported
microporous membrane structures on the sup- clusters can be combined.
ported materials.

4.2 Water and Contaminant
New chemistry is likely to be found when Interactions

clusters are deposited on surfaces. The size
and composition of a specific cluster will, in Almost ali environmental chemistry
many cases, have profound influences on the occurs in the presence of water. Water can
chemistry that occurs at the cluster interfaces be present at interfaces, in neutral and ionic
with gases, liquids, and solids. In the case of clusters, and as a solvent. The ubiquitous
metals, it is important to understand how the water :molecule plays many roles in our eco-
chemistry is altered when a bare metal clus- system: water acts as a solvent, a catalyst,
ter or its oxide, carbide, nitride, or sulfide and a reactant. As a solvent, water transports
derivative is deposited on a support com- both neutral and ionic species through the
posed of a bare metal or its derivatives. Sub- soil. As a catalyst, water influences the
stantial research will be needed to determine structure and regulates the reactivity of inter-
how such chemistry differs from that of faces formed at the surface of rocks and rain-
gaseous phase clusters and single-crystal sur- erals. In many cases these minerals are inert
faces. Experimental information is required in the absence of water. As a reactant, water
on the effects of co-adsorption, displace- participates in the redox chemistry and
ment, and complexation reactions on the dissociation and binding of contaminants
kinetics and chemistry of supported clusters, found in the soil.
Also, it will be necessary to determine how
the energetics and mechanisms of site- The transport properties of water are
binding reactions vary on different mineral complex in soils. Although water is the pri-
surfaces, mary carder of pollutants into the soil and
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the water table, it is the percolation of water taken in the elucidation of cluster properties,
through soil that is the primary means by but these approaches are not distinct. The
which contaminants are prevented from "small-molecule _ approach features high-
reaching the aquifer. Ideally, one would like resolution spectroscopy in the quest for well-
to understand the mechanisms that regulate defined structures and potential energy sur-
these phenomena and, thus armed with a faces, elucidation of intermolecular interac-
basic molecular understanding, improve tions (especially, hydrogen bonding) and ana-
models for subsurface contaminant behavior lyric potential forms, study of transition
and ultimately develop techniques for effi- states, and analysis and prediction of energy
ciently neutralizing, trapping, or removing dynamics and chemical transformations. The
these contaminants. Cluster research is a "large-cluster" approach builds on the small
valuable new tool that can be used to pro- cluster data and understanding to study the
vide the fundamental molecular concepts and trends of chemical and physical properties as
data that will guide and calibrate improved clusters evolve from isolated solvation com-
mechanistic models of contaminant behavior, plexes toward bulk solution structures and
The theme of this report is that with prop- dynamics. Interpretation of the large-cluster
erly focussed experimental and conceptual approach relies on simulations that are based
methods, clusters will be effective model on fundamentals gleaned .'rom smaller
systems for the study of the interactions systems.
among water, contaminants, and mineral
surfaces. Both approaches are needed to answer

current questions about the mechanism by
Water, with its propensity for hydrogen which water solvates neutral and ionic

bonding, is often the controlling factor in species.
influencing structure, dynamics, and reactivity
at interfaces. Many fundamental questions • What forces are required to adequately
are currently of interest, involving experi- describe the interactions between solvent
mental studies, theoretical research, and and solute?
computational modeling. There is continuing
interest in the interaction of water and • How does one construct the potential
contaminants, with particular interest in energy surface(s) describing the motions
hydrogen bonding; the existence of stable occurring between solvent-solvent and
structures; the dynamics of interactions solvent-solute?
between solvents and solutes, structural
relaxation, and energy deposition; the rela- • What type of experiments will give the
tionships between potential energy surfaces most valuable information?
of various electronic and vibronic states; and
the nature of transition states and potential A major obstacle is the shear size and com-
energy crossings for reactive species, plexity of these many-particle systems. By

investigating smaller, well-defined systems, it
4.2.1 Current Capabilities of Water is possible to build a body of basic knowl-
Cluster Research edge and understandingthat can be applied

to the largersystems.The investigationof
The frontiers of cluster researchare isolatedclusterscomprisedof water and

broad,encompassingtheory, simulation,and contaminant moleculesmay be a key to un-
experimentation. Two basicapproachesare ravelingthe complexities that currently
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thwart the understanding of larger, more The study of large clusters is more dif-
complex systems, ficult experimentally and theoretically than

the study of small clusters because problems
Application of the small-molecule ap- arise for data collection, data analysis,

proach to the study of small clusters of water theoretical support, and simulation of prop-
and contaminant molecules is a major area erties. The demarcation between large and
of research. High-resolution spectroscopy small clusters is, of cour_oe,a poorly defined
(microwave, infrared, multiphoton, etc.) can boundary: a small cluster can be thought of
be applied to obtain rotational constants for as one for which well-resolved rotational
smaller clusters. The major problems of structure can be obtained experimentally.
small-cluster research do not seem to deal The ultimate goal of studies of large clusters
with data analysis rather than data acqui- is to construct a bridge between gaseous
sition, which has advanced rapidly. Experi- phase and condensed-phase systems.
ments have advanced much more rapidly
than theoretical analysis in this area. Two In larger clusters, the development of
major questions involve 1) methods to gener- experimental methodology still dominates the
ate potential energy surfaces from the "usual" frontier. Mass selective techniques become
spectroscopic observations as the systems of essential for both ion and neutral beams, and
concern increase in size, and 2) the adequacy the intensity of the cluster beam source be-
of the "usual"semirigid Hamiltonian comes a limiting factor. The elucidation of
operators for descn'bing clusters in their cluster structural dfgersity and the charac-
ground state, terization of cluster rigidity become major

issues, and the connection between theory
Given an analytic form for the mterac- and experiment has to be redefined. Since

tion between two (or more) molecules in a the modeling of condensed phase properties
cluster, the binding energy, structure, and is important, the microscopic to macroscopic
normal modes can, in principle, be obtained. (quantum mechanics to statistical mechanics
The key element in such semiempirical ap- to thermodynamics) relationships between
proaches is the proper treatment of the clusters and interfaces have to be m,_re fully
internal and external coordinates and inter- developed.
actions. High-level electronic structure
calculations such as ab initio methods are The extent of the effort required to
currently capable of accurately predicting properly understand systems in which water
structures and binding in some small water and contaminants interact should be clear.
clusters such as trimers, tetramers, and Experimentally, there is a need for cold,
pentamers. The limitation for these methods neutral, mass-selected, high-density, long-
is that the computational effort increases path cluster beams. Required technology in-
rapidly with increas_ in the size of the eludes both tunable IR and ""UV fight,
cluster system. Semiempirical (MOPACS, large-scale mass spectrometers, and capabil-
etc.) methods can be applied routinely to ities for the storage of neutral and ionic
structures and binding energies of larger clusters for reactions. Advances in ab initio
systems but at the expense of reliability. To and semiempirical calculations of cluster
give a firm foundation on which to construct structures, binding energies, and potential
the theoretical methodology, it is vital to energy surfaces, the determination of transi-
establish a high-quality database, on water/ tion states, and simulations of molecular
contaminant interactions, dynamics are also required.
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4.2.2 Future Directions of Water Only a handful of these typesof systems
Cluster Research have been investigated to date, and much

more research is necessary. For instance,

Given the state-of-the-science of experi- silica is a primary constituent of the earth's
mental and theoretical cluster research, it is crust but relatively little is known about the
pertinent to consider the areas and directions isolated SiO2 molecule and crystalline silica.
that hold the most promise for future bene- It is now poss_le to create, isolate, and
fits. Where can we best focus our attention obtain accurate molecular parameters for iso-
to generate new and important results? lated SiO2. Fundamental bonding and struc-
Experimentally, significant breakthroughs are tural information on SiO 2 and its clusters
most likely to come by encouraging develop- could prove invaluable in modeling the larger
ments in three areas: intensive mass-selected mineral structures. Investigations of clusters
beams of both neutral and ionic dusters, such as SiO2-H20, (SiO2)n, SiO2-benzene,
lasers that can be continuously tuned over a etc., would be equally important.
large range of wavelengths (especially in the
infrared), and long-path-length cluster beam Charged clusters are also of interest.
sources for direct optical absorption studies. Charged clusters of the form [A(H20)n ]"or
Theoretically, the major requirements are for [M(H20)n] m+, where A is an anion such as
accurate calculation of potential energy sur- nitrate, cyanide, fluoride, etc., and M is a
faces, structures, and binding energies, and metal cation such as Cr, Al, Pb, are directly
new data analysis techniques that can inter- relevant to ion mobility studies and can be
face with experimental results on both small created as isolated gase,,,_s phase clusters for
and large clusters. Eventually, both new spectroscopic study. Unlike neutral clusters,
experimental data and theoretical analysis charged systems are easily separated accord-
and simulation will be employed to under- ing to their charge-to-mass ratio. A multitude
stand aqueous solution and interfacial chemis- of additional techniques, not available to
try. For example, enormous progress will be neutral clusters, are available and include
made once potential energy surface crossings velocity Doppler modulation, ICR with mass
and transition states can be understood. Such or photoelectron detachment, and reaction
regions of phase space are the essence of the studies at controlled translational energies.
theory of chemical reactions and dynamics. Once again, data from "model" clusters such

as [M(Rg)n] + (where M is transition metal
The nature of solvent interactions with and Rg is a rare gas atom) could be used to

solvents, contaminants, and surfaces are develop and refine physical models and
important areas that are addressable by would then be applied to the more complex,
cluster research. For example, the larger systems.
hydrogen-bonded dimer, (H20)2, has been
experimentally investigated within the past Very large, gas-phase neutral and ionic
decade with infrared and microwave tech- clusters (i.e., IM(Rg)n] +, [I-I20]n or [CO2]n,
niques. From these studies, investigators where n> 100) can be created by a number
have obtained structures, vibrational frc- of tecnniques such as laser ablation super-
quencies, dipole moments, transition mo- sonic expansion and "diffusive trapping" tech-
ments, and tunneling barriers. From the niques. These systems can be studied using
physical parameters and the al initio and FTIR or one of the electronic excitation
trajectory calculations, an understanding of techniques. FTIR spectroscopy would yield
the potential energy surface is developing, moderate resolution data on the intra- and

intermolecular vibrational frequencies.
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Although vibrational data alone do not allow approach uses scattering theory and treats
precise structures to be determined, the the individual molecules of a cluster as a
appearance, absence, and intensities of collection of colliding bodies. Scattering
specific vibrational features do allow the models allow explicit inclusion of internal
point group of the cluster to be inferred, angular momentum terms and appear to be
Multiphoton ionization, laser induced fluo- adequate for small clusters. As the cluster
rescence, resonant photodissociation, and size further increases, it becomes difficult to
other electronic spectroscopies can be used find unique solutions for fitting the data. For
to interrogate both small and large clusters these reasons it is clear that new analytical
and gain valuable information on both the techniques and modified Hamiltonians are
ground and electronically excited states, required for inverting spectral data from
These electronic techniques are unsurpassed large floppy systems. The working group sug-
in their sensitivity and selectivity. Because of gested investigation of possible incorporation
the spectral and structural distinction of artificial intelligence into the fitting codes,
between small and large clusters, it is useful letting the computer sift through the hund-
to consider the distinctive approaches to reds of spectral lines that accompany these
small and large molecular clusters, floppy systems. A related problem that

occurs in structure calculations is the insensi-

The Small Molecule Approach tivity of the geometry optimizations to very
shallow wells, which are often the character-

The small molecule approach is charac- istic of weakly bonded clusters. Optimizations
terized by the use of high-resolution spec- started at a considerable distance from the
troscopy to measure accurately molecular true equilibrium structure may converge
energy levels, line widths, and transition instantly because the intermolecular surface
intensities. Information concerning a is flat. Progress has already been made in
molecular potential surface then is usually adapting these calculations to long-range
extracted by inverting spectral data using a interactions, but much work lies ahead.
well-prescnq_ed technique such as least
squares fitting to a Watson Hamiltonian. Electronic spectroscopies, including
Even small clusters pose a particular thai- multiphoton ionization, resonant photodis-
lenge to this approach because of their many sociation, and laser induced fluorescence, are
low-frequency degrees of freedom and asso- ali proven techniques for studying small clus-
ciated complex internal angular momenta, ters. Generally, a solute molecule (chromo-
Frequently these problems become patho- phore) is complexed with one or more sol-
logical when fitting the spectral data to a vent molecule. Although a myriad of clusters
Watson Hamiltonian, which must be modi- can be studied using these techniques,
fled or ultimately abandoned. Although clus- systems incorporating a chromophore having
ters containing hydrogen atoms are particu- a low-lying, bound electronic state; low
larly susceptible to these effects, clusters ionization potential; and/or non-
containing heavier atoms also exhibit such predissociative Rydberg state are particularly
problems (i.e., CO-Ar). If a cluster is amenable to the study of interactions
relatively well behaved, perturbation treat- between solvent and solute. Many organic
ments can be invoked by appending Coriolis contaminants, especially those containing
or tunneling terms to the Hamiltonian (for aromatic groups, fall into this categery.
example). Large amplitude internal bending Solvent-mediated charge transfer involving
motions, which give rise to internal angular compounds bound to simple metal-oxide
momenta, must be treated explicitly. One clusters is an example of an important class
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of processes that can be addressed by these approaches are accurate, it is often difficult
electronic spectroscopic methods. For ex- to develop a simple or general physical pie-
ample, the addition of a solvent molecule(s) ture. For example, electrostatic models treat
often facilitates intersystem crossing in these intramolecular vibrational shifts and intensity
systems, and this interaction can be measured changes by allowing an electric field to oper-
by monitoring the fluorescence yield. Pump- ate on the chromophore. It is interesting to
probe LIF experiments have shown promise note that the vibration at all levels of a
for effectively spanning the spectroscopy harmonic potential will ali shift symmetri-
from isolated chromophore to bulk solution tally, the spacings between eigenstates re-
and/or adsorbed phases, maining constant. Only in the anharmonic

potential will vibrations shift with respect
Rotationally resolved electronic spectra to one another. Classical trajectory calcula-

are generally restricted to the smaller, lighter tiom, which are currently being developed,
clusters, but qualitative structural deter- are proving to be tractable in cases where
minatioDs can be made even for larger and ab initio methods are limited.
heavier systems. For imtance, dispersed
fluorescence and multiphoton ionization The Large Molecule Approach
experiments can be used to locate a solvent
molecule (i.e., H20, NH3... ) with respect to Molecular clusters will serve as micro-
conjugated ring structures. These types of scopic models of condensed phase chemistry.
experiments are generally combined with ab Already clusters are being used to study pri-
initio or semiempirical calculations, which mary intramolecular and intermolecular proc-
can give qualitatively correct results, esses, such as charge transfer, proton trans-

fer, and caged-pair recombination (for
Although infrared and microwave data example, see Section 4.3 of this report). Be-

often indirectly infer anharmonic informa- cause the full range of applicability of cluster
tion, electronic spectroscopic techniques can studies to condensed phase chemistry has yet
supply the anharmonicities on potential sur- to be determined, an important, near-term
faces that promote much of the "chemistry" goal for cluster research is determining the
that occurs in a chemical reaction. A direct chemical and physical properties of clusters
measurement of anharmonicities on a poten- that are relevant to modeling solution-phase
tial surface is crucial to a complete under- chemistry. Although the database of such
standing of a chemical system. For example, properties is still developing, enough is
long intermolecular vibrational progressions known to be confident that molecular clus-
in electronic spectra of simple metal:rare-gas- ters will reveal important aspects of the
solvent systems (such as [VArn] +) can be chemical-physics of current paradigms in
used to determine anharmonic terms and ulti- groundwater chemistry. These paradigms are
mately adiabatic dissociation energies. These available from extensive bulk-phase work by
studies have already indicated that simple, the geochemical community. Molecular de-
pair-wise interactions are not sufficient tails of sorption and speciation of contamin-
descriptions for these systems, ant molecules on oxide and carbonate sur-

faces, in the presence of water, are required
There are many ways to look at the per- in order to improve current geochemical

turbations and changes that a chromophore models. These details, which are well suited
molecule undergoes when complexed with for study by both cluster and surface
a solvent molecule. Although ab initio methods, require an understanding of
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intermolecular bonding in polar and between sample and buffer gas molecules as
hydrogen-bonding media that are often also the sample diffuses through the cell and col-
highly ionic, lides with the buffer gas. Depending on the

transit time and partial pressures of the
Cluster sizes can be systematically built buffer gases, clustering of the sample

up while specific properties of clusters are molecules can occur. This technique has the
monitored. This is the key to building an advantage that very long optical paths can be
understanding of the evolution of molecular created without the need for large vacuum
processes _om the simple (pair-wise) inter- systems or elaborate supersonic sources. The
actions to bulk solution phase reactions, ultimate resolution of the spectra can be
Simpler systems, as discussed above, may be limited by pressure broadening and the
used to refine potential energy surfaces and diffusive process.
to explore parameters relevant to more com-
plex models. Complex systems, however, are Spectroscopic analysis of large clusters
necessary to test statistical models and to will be greatly advanced by the production of
provide parameters for bulk-phase models, mass-selected beams with high-density-path-
Ultimately, cluster systems will be required to length products. Current methods generally
make contact with studies of bulk phase and produce cluster beams with wide mass distri-
surface dynamics and structures. Such work butions and, consequently, low optical dens-
will enable the study of the mutual influ- ities (especially in the infrared) in a narrow
ences of solvent, solute, and surface inter- mass range. Development of intense (high-
actions. To accomplish this, several difficult flux) beams of mass-selected clusters would
experimental challenges must be addressed, provide a technological breakthrough for
including control of cluster synthesis, selec- cluster studies.
tion of clusters by mass and detection of
high-mass clusters, and deposition of clusters The basic properties of supersonic jets
(Section 4.1). are usually characterized using statistical,

thermodynamical, and semiempirical calcula-
Cluster synthesis by means of supersonic tions. More subtle properties of supersonic

expansion is indisputably the dominant tech- expansions, such as "mass slip_ and "mass
nique for the production of beams of cold focusing, _ may allow mass selection of neu-
clusters, but alternative technologies should tral and monomer cluster species. Mass slip
not be overlooked. Diffusive trapping is a occurs when there is a large momentum mis-
relatively new technique that allows gas sam- match between the colliding carder gas and a
pies to be cooled to liquid nitrogen tempera-, heavier molecule that has been seeded into
tures (77 K) or lower without the problems the jet. For instance, iodine has been ob-
associated with sample condensation. A gas served to "lag" behind in a supersonic expan-
sample is seeded into a low-pressure cell that sion of iodine and helium. Mass focusing is
also contains a noncondensible buffer gas also observed and is manifest as a mass grad-
such as helium. Optical windows are placed ient along the radial coordinate of an axial-
on either end of this cell. Part of the cell is symmetric expansion. There is a propensity
then placed in thermal contact with a reser- for the heavier species to be found on axis.
voir containing a cryogenic liquid (i.e., liquid Both slip and focusing may be useful in
nitrogen or helium). Heat transfer occurs separating clusters of differing masses.
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4.3 Time-Resolved Dynamic Studies chemically active moleculeswill, therefore,
in Clusters figure prominently in the statement of work.

The processes that occur at solid-liquid Proton transfer as a model of reactions
interfaces and in condensed-phase media are of acids with bases will be studied by pico-
dynamic in nature. In order to obtain a de- second pump-probe ionization mass spectro-
tailed microscopic description of such dyna- metry and time-correlated fluorescence
mic processes, the rates of fundamental proc- single-photon counting. A single acid or base
esses in clusters specific to given quantum molecule (i.e., phenol, carbonates, sulfates,
states and cluster sizes need to be measured, oxyhydroxides, etc.) will be seeded in a
This data from clusters of increasing size in choice of solvent molecules forming a cluster
concert with theoretical modeling will pro- solvent shell. In a typical experiment, a pump
vide predictive capabilities that can be scaled excitation will activate the reaction, and a
to systems found in nature. In this section, a probe excitation will ionize the reactant or
scientific agenda is presented with two main product species by resonance- enhanced
strategies in mind: 1) to study clusters that multiphoton ionization (REMPI). Mass spec-
are direct analogs of environmental prob- trometrie detection will then provide the
lems, and 2) to study processes that will en- identification of reactant and product as a
able advances in state-of-the-art research function of solvent cluster size. Alternatively,
technology, tecbJlology will be developed to produce

size-selected neutral cluster beams (see

4.3.1 Size-Specific Cluster Reactivity below) enabling other detection schemesthat
do not depend on mass identification such as

Reactions that are enhanced at environ- time-correlated single-photon counting.

mental interfaces include hydrolytically in- Anticipated time scales for most proton
duced proton and electron transfer. These transfer reactions are >10 ps and will call
basic chemical processes are dependent on into play narrow-band picosecond technology
the properties of the solvent environment. [as opposed to broadband femtosecond
Certainly, the microscopic bulk phase prop- apparatus (see Section 5.3)].
erties exert a controlling influence on the
chemical outcome. However, the detailed Electron transfer and hydrated electron
microscopic processes contributing to this relaxation are very rapid (< 1 ps) processes
outcome are governed by pairwise molecular that are the foundation for many biochemical
interactions and local dynamics. The produc- (photosynthesis, vision, etc.), chemical (elec-
tion of size-specific clusters represents an trolysis, etc.) and physical (plasmas, radiation
ideal method for studying interactions be- physics) mechanisms. Electron attachment
tween solute and solvent on a single mole- both to weakly linked and to strongly bonded
cule basis and for allowing systematic control clusters will serve as microscopic analogs of
in determining how these interactions are bulk liquid (water, organic solvents, etc.) and
modified by the stepwise addition of solvent bulk solid (silicates, catalyst surfaces, salts)
molecules and their convergence to bulk con- systems. Because the clusters are charged, it
densed phase behavior. These studies will is very convenient to mass-select specific
add greatly to the breadth of knowledge of cluster sizes before time-resolved excitation

and detection, removing the need for masssolvation effects, most notably leading to a
quantum mechanical understanding of solva- spectrometric detection and narrow band ex-
tion. The study of stepwise solvation of citation. Consequently, the method of study
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will consist of amplified femtosecond pump- the first solvation shell. It is believed the
and-probe pulses followed by photoelectron unperturbed dissociation lasts for about
energy analysis. This capability currently does 100 fs. This initial event is followed by ther-
not exist in any laboratory, yet would foster realization and caging of the fragments, ulti-
profound and novel experimental studies mately leading to cage escape or cage recom-
with a high potential for scientific break- bination. This rich sequence of events, which
throughs. The photoelectron spectrum is has been extensively studied in the con-
extremely sensitive to the environment and densed phase, has been addressed in clusters
binding site of the electron before detach- for the first time only very recently. Already,
ment. Electron motion (e.g., surface hopping, provocative comparisons can be made, par-
hydration, charge separation and recom- ticularly with regard to the rate of vibrational
bination, interfacial oxidation and reduction) relaxation following recombination, which
along precise structural paths will be differs considerably between the cluster and
measured with better than 100-fs resolution, the condensed-phase environment. Clearly, a

systematic study of dissociation and recom-
Ground state vibrational dynamics will be bination dynamics as a function of cluster

explored by means of state-specific excitation size will provide unprecedented insight into
including stimulated Raman and stimulated energy transfer mechanisms in the first and
emission pumping. Thermal bulk phase second solvation shells.
chemistry involves a distribution of rovibra-
tional excitation and is controlled by equili- Solvent reorganization is a fundamental
brium thermodynamics. The time-resolved, response to changing forces imposed by
size-selected cluster work will examine the excitation or chemical reaction (e.g., changes
precise state-to-state quantum energy relaxa- in geometry or charge distribution). Only in-
tion mechanisms and their coupling interac- direct means exist for measuring such reor-
tions to the reactive degrees of freedom, ganization in condensed phase. Recently, it
Important reaction mechanisms that will be has been shown that solvent reorganization
studied in aqueous environments (water clus- can be monitored directly in cluster reactions
ters possibly with a seeded salt molecule) and because the changing cluster geometry gives
interfaces (silicate and water clusters) include rise to a corresponding change in the
oxidative processes such as 1) oligomer::za- Franck-Condon factors to ionization. Hence,
tion of phenols and aminonaphthalenes, the ion signal exhibits a time dependence
2) hydrolysis of esters, and 3) hydrogen ex- directly reflecting the solvent reorganization.
change in aromatic hydrocarbons. A more sensitive measure of geometry

change, which makes use of the Franck-
Direct dissociation in clusters will be Condon effect, is to record the time-resolved

examined to understand the dynamics of re- photoelectron spectrum from cluster ioniza-
pulsive dissociation, thermalization of the tion. A facility based on picosecond to fem-
dissociative fragments, cage recombination, tosecond pump-probe with a parabolic re-
and vibrational relaxation in the reformed fleeting time-of-flight photoelectron spec-
molecule. A simple-minded view holds that a trometer would offer unprecedented time
condensed-phase molecule resides in an resolution and electron collection efficiency
excluded volume of the solvent, which upon and would certainly lead to dramatic ad-
dissociation behaves as an isolated gas-phase vances in understanding a host of solvent
molecule until the departing fragments en- interactions, particularly real-time solvent
counter the surrounding solvent molecules in reorganization.
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4.3.2 Mass-Selected Neutral Cluster means for energy transfer to M, is therefore
Beams through the weak A+...Mn bond. If dissocia-

tion is more efficient than energy transfer

There is little question that the pro- through this bond, then one can expect the
duetion of a mass-selected neutral cluster formation of cold mass-selected Mn clusters.
beam would represent a dramatic advance in An a priori view holds that energy coupling is
the experimental science of clusters. Unlike very inefficient between a weak bond that
ionic duster beams, for which mass separa- undergoes a low frequency vibration (i.e.,
tion is easily achieved by a variety of mass almost any A+...Mn cluster bond) and a
spectrometric methods, the equivalent cap- bonded cluster with a negligible density of
ability for neutral beams does not exist. A low frequency modes [i.e., (SiO2)n ]. The
number of ideas have been proposed based dynamic questions to be addressed include
on a sequence of ionization, mass separation, 1) what are the time-scales for vibrational
and neutralization; however, the neutraliza- redistribution in A +, energy transfer into Mn,
tion schemes that have been considered (i.e., and bond dissociation; 2) what are the pro-
charge exchange, electron detachment, etc.) rooting and accepting modes for A+ to Mn
impart unacceptably high energies to the energy transfer; and 3) what are the kinetic
neutral cluster, which can cause evaporation energies of the dissociating fragments?
and loss of cluster-size selectivity. A major
goal of the cluster facility should be to deve- The deployment of an experimentally us-
lop the capability of generating mass-selected able MSNCB will require developmental
neutral cluster beams (MSNCB). Such an el- work. The first stage should include a diag-
fort would be best served by two parallel nostic means for examining success in terms
efforts: 1) a fundamental study of the dyna- of single cluster size purity, extent of cluster
mics of generating a neutral cluster from a internal excitation, and neutral beam density.
charged cluster, and 2) a developmental This instrumentation, which will also support
study for diagnosing the success of the tech- the basic studies described, will then enable
nique and defining scalable experimental the successful MSNCB concept to be sealed
parameters for a usable laboratory source, up to a fully usable system. Though the exact

nature of such diagnostics requires further
A promising alternative to the afore- thought, a reasonable means for evaluating

mentioned charge neutralization or electron the neutral beam quality is by threshold
detachment method of forming a MSNCB is single-photon ionization using a tunable
to instead photodissociate a cation fragment vacuum ultraviolet source.
to give a neutral cluster. The concept is to
attach a seed molecule A that has an ioniza- 4.3.3 Cluster Structure
tion potential lower than the remaining clus-
ter of interest, M n. Ionization of the seed A complete interpretation of dynamical
molecule producesa cluster ion, A+...Mn, processesin clustersrequires knowledge of
that can be mass-selected.Photodissociation the structure.This information is important
is then achieved by exciting the A+ moiety to more than just dynamic studies and hence
and relying on vibrational energy redistribu- a working strategy should therefore cut
tion to supply the necessary energy to break across the other principle interest areas as
the weak A+...Mn bond. In this scheme, the weil. Structural studies are addressed in this
photodissociation energy resides initially in section only to the extent that new time-
A +, isolated from the Mn cluster. The only domain techniques can be utilized to provide
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high-resolution spectroscopic and structural gaseous phase clusters will be prepared as
information. A particularly appealing tech- models of active sites in natural systems.
nique that has been demonstrated for iso- Optical and mass spectroscopic measure-
lated single molecules and has recently been ments will be made of the cluster structures
applied to small clusters is the method of and their bimolecular reactivity and unimole-
molecular beam rotational coherence spec- cular dynamics. This will establish the
troscopy. This method relies on a polarized structure-function relationships of their
picosecond pulse exciting a coherent super- reactiviti_ and guide the development of
position of rotational levels. The different theoretical models of their chemical prop-
rotational levels rapidly dephase with respect erties. Studies of clusters covered with
to each other, but rephase at regular inter- solvent molecules will provide models of the
vats according to the rotational constant(s), chemical bonding and reactions of active
This rephasing is observed as a spike in the sites at the surface-liquid interface. These
intensity of the polarized fluorescence usu- clusters will model species that dominate the
ally detected by time-correlated single- rates of transport and transformation of pol-
photon counting. Variations on this scheme lutants in the environment.
using the REMPI pump-probe technique
have also been demonstrated. 4.4.1 Reactions and Spectroscopy of

Clusters in an ICR Trap
4.3.4 Nascent Energy Distribution in
Clusters A large-scale ICR trap is ideal for storing

mass-selected clusters for spectroscopic and
One of the most basic questions that kinetic studies. Large densities of cluster ions

arises in cluster research concerns the can be trapped at known temperatures for
temperature of the nascent clusters. Strictly long periods. The proposed design uses a
speaking, temperature is an equilibrium con- high-field, large-bore magnet that will allow
cept that does not apply to isolated isoener- the temperature dependence of ion reactions
getic clusters. Nonetheless, the next level of to be measured over a wide temperature
sophistication in cluster studies will demand range (from 77 K to above 300 K, and for
a probe of the internal energy distribution in selected studies down to 4 K). The tunable
clusters. The CSDRF should take a leading temperature capabilities of this instrument
role in this endeavor. The outside cluster should be emphasized since the cooling of
community should be solicited to stimulate ion clusters has proved to be experimentally
and contribute ideas and methods for making quite difficult. The device will allow re-
nascent energy distribution measurements, searchers to determine the temperature

dependence of cluster reactions with surfaces
and to investigate ultracold ion clusters. The

4.4 Cluster Structures and Reactions large-scaledesign will also allow the trap-
ping, cooling, and examining of large clusters

This section of the report deals with the or biomolecules. The large-bore magnet will
need for direct measurements of reactions accommodate unique ion trap designs that
and structures of clusters as part of the over- are not feasible for smaller bore magnets.
all thrust to develop a national resource for For example, it should be possible to form a
the use of cluster technologies in the deve- long (>30 cre) annular ring design that will
lopment of basic scientific knowledge in rela- trap ions in a central analyzing region where
tion to environmental restoration. Isolated long-path absorption spectroscopy could be
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accomplished. Given success at generating, weakly bound by van der Waals or hydrogen
trapping, and cooling large clusters, the dyna- bonding forces, the laser photon energy
mics of laser-excited dusters and clusters often exceeds the binding energy of the
reacting (colliding) with surfaces may emerge cluster. Under certain conditions, rapid
as a fertile new research area. Sub-pico- dissociation will occur. This rapid dissociation
second laser pump and probe experiments on is manifest in thc broadening of absorption
the cold, trapped cluster ions will investigate features. By tuning through specific
the real-time dynamics as a function of vibrational transitions, the molecular motions
cluster size. that couple strongly with dissociation chan-

nels can be identified.

A shared facility for the use of an ICR/
Trap/MS will greatly aid cluster research in The vibrational spectroscopy technique is
such areas as cold cluster ion spectroscopy, quite generally applicable, and even weak
dynamics of clusters and dusters-surface absorbers should be observable using intense
interactions, and duster ion kinetics, duster sources. It is easy to envision the

investigation of a wide range of interesting
4.4.2 Rotational Spectroscopy of cluster species because nearly ali IR wave-
Molecular Clusters lengths are available with developing laser

technologies. Diode and F-center lasers have
Reliable structural identification of mole- shown great utility in the near and far IR,

cular clusters is an experimental enigma. Few and difference frequency mixing of the new
experiments can directly verify structure, and solid state IR lasers and their use with
yet geometric arguments are often used to optical parametric oscillator (oPe) devices
explain anomalously intense peaks in mass show promise as a widely tunable source in
spectra. High-resolution rovibrational spec- the middle IR. Examples of a few interesting
troscopy, however, can determine both clus- species are metal and nonmetal oxides such
ter size and structure. Cluster size is as (SiO2)n and (AlxS'tyOz)n. These species
sometimes determined by the progressive are models for sand and clay substrates, and
line shift (from the monomer absorption), can be clustered (i.e., with water or benzene)
and structure is determined by the detailed to investigate hydrogen bonding or substrate
rotational analysis of the spectra. These pollution interaetiom.
attributes alone make rovibrational spectro-
scopy a particularly powerful weapon in the Another means for obtaining the spec-
cluster research arsenal, yet the high- trum of clusters is through photodissociation
resolution nature of the technique produces excitation spectroscopy. A tightly bound elus-
additional benefits. Careful line width ter ion R+ (i.e., R =SinAlmOx) will be
measurements give direct information of prepared with one additional adatom (i.e.,
excited-state decay processes. He) attached by relatively weak van der

Waals forces. Excitation of cluster excited

The resolution of direct laser absorption states with energies in excess of the van der
experiments is determined by the Doppler Waals binding energy will, through internal
width of the sample, the bandwidth of the vibrational energy redistribution (IVR),
probe laser, and the lifetimes of the excited result in dissociation of the R-He bond and
states. With modem molecular beam and the resultant loss in mass. The absorption

laser technologies, resolution of a few MHz spectrum is then obtained by scanning
is possible. Because many clusters are only the excitation laser while monitoring the

production of R + ions in the ICR mass
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spectrometer. This is expected to be much Another anticipated approach is to inject
more sensitive than direct absorption spec- mass-selected clusters into a drift tube reac-
troscopy, and it has the added advantage that tor containing an inert buffer gas to cool or
rates of IVR processes can be measured di- heat the cluster to a known, desired temp-
rectly by using pulsed excitation and monitor- erature. Reactions with substrate chemicals
ing the rate of production of R.. These added downstream will then be monitored by
results will complement the high-speed real- mass spectrometry using standard techniques.
time measurements by extending the time
scale to milliseconds or even seconds, which 4.4.4 Reactions of Clusters with
may be important for some systems with Prepared-State Molecules
large differences between van der Waals
mode and cluster mode frequencies. Molecular motions and reactions at inter-

faces are controlled by the balance of many
Activities that will be supported by this interrelated forces. Given accurate potential

facility are 1) high-resolution cluster spec- surfaces, one might hope to understand these
troscopy, 2) studies of cluster structure and complex processes via molecular dynamics
dynamics, and 3) studies of cluster bonding calculations showing the time evolution of
from dispersive to covalent, the molecular structure as the system tra-

verses a certain reaction pathway. However,
4.4.3 Reactions of Clusters at in large systems,there are numerous path-
Controlled Temperatures ways that need to be explored in order to

find the "key" route to a given observable
This effort will respond to the need for (reaction product). Thus, it is important to

quantitative studies of cluster reaction cross be able to start the experiment in various
sections as identified at the cluster workshop, controlled initial states (for example, with
The numerous studies of cluster reactions to the excess energy in the substrate versus the
date have generally been for clusters of un- adsorbate) to provide some basis for identi-
known internal energies. This greatly limits fication of critical paths in the reaction
the quantitative interpretation of the data. trajectories. In fact, the potential functions
Secondly, studies of oxide and carbonate and computational methods are generally
cluster reactions, for which there are few if quite approximate, such that the insight pro-
any existing data, are more important to the vided by carefully controlled experiments
environmental mission, often goes well beyond what could come

from calculations alone. The complex and
This program will draw upon the large- lengthy calculations may be most valuable

scale, magnetic ion trap (ICR/MS) to be in- through their ability to quantify and extra-
stalled in the Environmental and Molecular polate the results of the experiments.
Sciences Laboratory. As described above, the
ICR/MS will have variable temperature walls Studies of surface reaction dynamics and
for radiative equilibration with the cluster of the reactions of clusters with a thermally
temperature before adding a neutral gas to equilibrated reactant gas, are to be supple-
study the cluster reactivity as a function of mented by molecule-cluster reaction studies
cluster mass. This system has the particular where the molecule and/or the cluster are
advantage that the ionic reaction products in specific, prepared states. This approach
and their subsequent reactions can be has been very fruitful in the study of
followed via mass detection in the ICR trap. bimolecular reactions [where the structure of
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the transition state controls the importance and electrical potentials for ionic
of relative (translation) and internal reactants.
(vibrational) energy in the reactants] and of
gas surface reactions (where the translational • Stimulated Raman pumping can drive vi-
e_. _rgyof the gas-phase molecule may be brational energy into a particular vibra-
more important than the surface temperature tional level in the molecule or cluster.
for certain reactions). Controlling the energy
distribution in the reactants can provide a For the first two methods, it is critical
similar level of understanding for gas-cluster to have a photoelectron spectrometer as part
reactions and form the basis for their of the ICRF. Measuring the kinetic energy
comparison to condensed-phase reactions, of the "photoionized electron _ gives directly

the internal energy of the molecular species
Lasers can control the internal energy of produced by the ionization or detachment

the reactant molecules and clusters by the process.
following mechanisms.

An example of a particularly important
• Molecular ions in specific vibrational class of reactions is the corrosion of metallic

states can be prepared by multiphoton surfaces. An investigation of this process will
ionization by the proper selection of a require studies of reactions between an oxi-
resonant intermediate state. At the c,or- dant and metal clusters as a function of the

re.ctwavelength, a molecule is prepared distribution of internal and relative transla-
in an excited state that, when ionized, tion energy in the two reactants and as a
results in ions that ali have the same, function of metal cluster size and composi-
selected internal energy, tion. Since it is possible to synthesize cluster

alloys of arbitrary composition, the under-
- In certain cases, detachment of an elec- standing resulting from this research may

tron from a negative ion (molecule or provide the pathway to the development of
cluster) will produce a neutral species new, corrosion-resistant materials. Likewise,
with a known translational energy and a the reactions between high-energy metal
well-defined internal energy. Translation- atoms and oxide clusters may be important to
al energies can also be controlled by the development of containment materials
beam velocities, for ions and neutrals, for radioactive wastes.
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5.0 Facilities and Equipment Requirements

This section outlines the facilities, equip- technical people, and that, in addition,
merit, and other resources required to pursue the four research programs be supplemented
research on the structure and chemistry of by about 10 to 12 postdoctoral positions.
isolated clusters and of clusters deposited on A properly qualified engineer should be
surfaces. The workshop recommendations appointed to head the technical department.
recognize that many different types of cluster
materials must be studied, and although Computers will be required for experi-
there will be certain common facilities, there mental control, data analysis, simulation,
will also be a need for highly specialized modeling, and other large calculations. The
equipment. Perhaps the most important re- recent development of powerful workstations
quirement is that the facility should be that have capabilities in the supercomputer
collaborator-oriented, assisting outside class should reduce the reliance on large-
investigators with experiments, calculations, scale computers apart from the most com-
and software development. The importance plex computations. Operation of the comput-
of an interactive, collaborator-oriented ing facilities should include providing
facility that complements and enhances the opportunities for interactions with a resident
work of individual investigators cannot be theory group having expertise in modeling,
overemphasized. Technical and support staff calculations, and the development of new
must be available to promote information theory.
and technology transfer and to assist in
setting up new experiments and making The facilities and theoretical capabilities
theoretical calculations on site. A vigorous needed for cluster research at the MSRC are
program of in-house and external collabo- listed below.
rations should be developed, and a con-
stant flow of people in both directions
should be maintained and encouragedat ali 5.1 Surface-Supported Cluster
levels. Research

Some general capabilities that will be A wide variety of facilities and equipment
needed are obvious. The CSDRF should will be required to pursue research involving
have a developmental capability so that new the chemistry of clusters deposited on sup-
experiments and apparatus can be readily ports. Recommendations are based on the
assembled. There must be excellent machine recognition that maay types of cluster mate-
shop facilities, and collaborators must have rials mu.st be studied. Ali of these samples
access to a reasonable range of lathes, rail- will require similar techniques for study and
ling machines, and other equipment outside characterization, while some will require fur-
of normal working hours. Expert electronics ther investigation using highly specialized
support is hard to find in general, so capabil- equipment. Highest priority is given to the
ities should be available at the repair, design, development of sources for mass-selected
and development levels. In addition, for clusters, together with the simultaneous
proper in-house support it is recommended development of a series of surface science
that a minimum of 12 permanent staff mem- workstations, each of which is optimized for
bers be employed, including well-qualified a particular task.
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5.1.1 Cluster Sources through the useof high-repetition-rate
lasers,suchas Cu vapor lasers,with powers

The workshop identified two typesof in excessof 100 watts. In the longer term,
mass-selectedcluster sourcesthat are needed new techniquessuchasarc discharges,slit
to prepare supported clusters. Normal sources, and the linear focussing of the
sources are those that are available with vaporizing laser may lead to breakthroughs
present technology, and intense sources are for high-intensity cluster sources. Such a
those that require significant scaling of source will probably require high-speed, con-
conventional sources or entirely new tinuous differential pumping. Preliminary
technologies, estimates suggest there will need to be a

pumping system capable of achieving pres-
Normal sources are used to prepare sup- sures below 10.5 Torr with throughput ap-

ported clusters; they depend on techniques preaching 500 torr liters s"1.Such a system
such as laser vaporization or high-energy might be approached with a set of a large
particle sputtering. These sources are used to industrial diffusion pump(s) backed by a
synthesize clusters either by vaporizing or Roots blower-rough pump(s). An importr.nt
sputtering materials from solid substrates. It characteristic of ali the sources mentioned
is likely that several sources will be required above is the need for mass selection. At the
since there is a need to study many different present stage of development, the most
materials simultaneously, straightforward mechanism for depositing

mass-selected clusters is to use a cluster-ion

The most desirable characteristic of a nor- source. Cluster ions are mass filtered using,
mal source is its capability to produce fluxes for example, magnetic sector, Wien filter,
of 1011clusters cm"2sec 1, which will allow quadrupole, or time-of-flight methods. Initial
about 0.1 monolayer cm"2coverage in less studies should use a magnetic sector instru-
than one hour. Also, these sources must be ment since this would allow the highest
able to produce clusters from a variety of throughput of sputtered material while simul-
solid materials, including metals, semicon- taneously collecting multiple samples by uti-
ductors, oxides, carbides, and sulfides. It is lizing the spatial separation of the different
anticipated that at least four such sources masses. In the longer term, one or more of
will be required, the alternative mass selection techniques may

be desirable, depending upon the apparatus
Only one intense source of mass-selected to which the source is coupled.

clusters is envisioned at the present time.
This source will need to be between 100 and The development of a bea,r, of neutral
1000 times more intense than the "normal" mass-selected dusters is highly desirable.
sources, and will be used to produce suffic- Such a source would allow cluster deposition
ient quantities of mass-selected clusters to on insulating substrates such as silica and
allow NMR, catalytic reaction studies, and alumina without the need for electrical neu-
x-ray adsorption spectroseopies such as tralization, and its complications, at the point
EXAFS and NEXAFS. Development of such of deposition. Research into methods for
a source should be started at once. First neutralizing mass-selected cluster ions should
attempts at an intense cluster source may not be initiated as soon as possible. Possible
require development of entirely new technol- approaches include charge exchange cells,
ogies. For example, the intensity of normal low-energy electron floods, and the photode-
sources could be substantially increased tachment of electrons from anions. It is also

possible that neutral cluster beams might be
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mass selected by taking advantage of crossed In addition to the standard modules, ali
beam scattering methods. A normal intensity the workstations will require certain fixed
mass-selected neutral beam source is almost instruments. Features that should be com-
as desirable as m "intense" cluster beam mon to ali the surface science work stations

source at the present time. are:

In addition to the need for mass selection, • standardized sample mounting
chemical dosing of the clusters will also be
required, either by including adducts in the • at least one universal port (UP1) for
carrier gas used for seeding the beam or by sample input/output and transfer via UHV
adding a pick-up point downstream from the canisters
cluster sotace. This facility will allow mass-
selected clusters formed from metallic hyd- • a second universal port (UP2) for attach-
rides, carbides, sulfides, a_d nitrides to be ing a cluster source to the workstation for
doped with various substances. Typical ad- preparing samples/n situ
ducts would include water, hydrocarbons,
oxygen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, • common, :interchangeable sample manipu-
hydrogen, and nitrogen, as well as other lators with heating/cooling (77 K to 1400
molecules commonly found in polluted soil. K) capabilities.
The opportunity to prepare and work with
clusters of controlled stoichiometry will be The UHV canisters are for transporting
invaluable when studying prototypes of soil- samples to and from the PNL laboratory and
contaminant interactions, should be made available to researchers as

part of the support service. Also, at least one
5.1.2 Workstations of the sample manipulators should be cap-

able of cooling to 4 IC
An important consideration for the

surface-cluster program is that it be possible Diagnostic equipment that should either
for more than one experiment to be carried be permanently installed on every system or
out at any one time. Such a capability will be avaiiable as a module for easy installation
allow several different samples to be studied includes:
simultaneously. For this reason the workshop
participants recommended that five surface • a single set of minicomputers to be used
science workstations, each with a somewhat for experimental control and data handling
different capability, be established.

• temperature-programmed desorption
Not only will work with different cluster equipment

materials require different synthesis tech-
niques (sources), but it may also involve a • epitaxial oxide, metal, and molecule dosing
variety of experimental emphases. Come- sources
quently, it is highly desirable that certain key
experimental elements be constructed as • diagnostics such as XPS, UPS, Channel
interchangeable modules. Such an approach Plate LEED, and thin-film monitors.
will limit the total number of different
instruments needed and increase the effic- The five workstations and ancillary equip-
iency of the laboratory, ment are described below.
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• Chemistry workstation. This apparatus greater than 3 eV, an excimer or double dye
should contain the highest resolution and laser for photolysis, photoelectron spec-
sensitivity XPS and UPS equipment avail- troscopy detection, and TOFMS or
able at the time of purchase. In addition, it quadrupole MS.
should contain angle-resolved forward-
scattering XPS, ion scattering spectro- 5.1.3 Ancillary Equipment and
scopiccapabilities, a high-pressure reactor Services
cell for chemically treating samples, and a
gas chromatograph for analyzing reaction A variety of ancillary equipment will be
products, required for ongoing support of the research

program. Such equipment should be easily
• STM/AFM workstation. This workstation accessible to individual collaborators and

should have UHV scanning tunneling and must have input/output ports or sample trans-
atomic force microscope capabilities. It will fer units that are compatible with the work-
be used primarily to study the structure of stations and modules. A partial list includes:
clusters and the morphology of substrates.
These experimental techniques allow • UHV shipping containers for transferring
researchers to study cluster geometries and samples between sites and storage prior to
stability, diffusion coefficients, aggregation experiments
rates, wetting coefficients, and melting.

• an electrochemical reactor for solution
• Vibrational spectroscopy workstation, work

This apparatus should have FFIR and
EELS capabilities for obtaining chemical • high-resolution UHV transmission electron
information on adsorbed species on clus- microscopes
mrs and surfaces. It should have a high-
pressure reaction cell for chemical dosing. • dry, clean boxes for loading and preparing

samples
• Utility workstation. This chamber is meant

to be the "workhorse." It will be used • high-pressure reactors for dosing and
primarily for quick, preliminary treating samples
experiments and will allow new sample
handling and cleaning procedures to be • 24-hour XPS service
tested. It should have the capability for
developing and studying epitaxial growth • beam time either at a synchrotron or at a
mechanisms and chemical dosing, and have minisynchrotron located at PNL.
a port to which a STM/AFM module can
be attached.

5.2 Resources Required for Water
• Dynamics of dusters and surfaces work- Cluster Research

station. This apparatus will be specialized
to study cluster dynamics on surfaces using To best serve collaborators who work on
femtosecond laser spectroscopic tech- clusters containing water molecules, the
niques. Special equipment over and above cluster facility should have lasers, laser
the normal surface equipment includes a sources, and vacuum systems.
10 to 100 fs laser with photon energy
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5.2.1 Lasers existing technology and to minimize in-
house technological developments. A power-

Pulsed and CW lasers are needed that ful and unique facility can be made available
cover the wavelength region from the far to the scientific community by employing a
infrared to the vacuum ultraviolet. These thoughtful combination of existing tech-
lasers should have state-of-the-art wave- nologies that are not available in smaller
length and temporal resolution at a level that laboratories. As with the other three ex-
cannot be maintained by a single investiga- perimental areas, there are major require-
tor. Furthermore, a major priority for the ments for novel sources, laser systems, and
CSDRF should be to maintain flexibility and detection instruments.
the continued acquisition of new laser
sources as they become available. 5.3.1 Cluster Sources

5.2.2 Sources Neutral cluster sources should be deve-
loped for seeded clusters and for solvation

Broadly based, state-of-the-art nozzle studies. Clusters of the form A-M n, where A
technology is needed. A wide range of is the solute and Mn is the solvent, should be
sources should be available, including pu_cd, formed in a standard pulsed valve format.
CVC,high-cooling, long-path-length, high- Nozzle design should be dictated by the
clustering, laser-ablation, high-temperature, needs to generate clusters of more than
reaction-generating, and electrospray sources. 100 particles at downstream densities
The facility must provide the effort and cap- > 10ncm 3. The source must be very stable
ability to maintain existing sources, construct from pulse to pulse, and a good candidate is
new sources, develop new designs, and engi- a pulsed Laval-type nozzle.
neer the technology.

Ion beam sources should be constructed

5.2.3 Vacuum Systems that are based on either electron impact ion-
ization at the nozzle orifice or a discharge

Two or more high-throughput, easily ac- mechanism (i.e., electric, microwave, radio
cessed vacuum systems should be maintained frequency, laser spark) behind the nozzle. A
for specialized experiments. Where appropri- pick-up source downstream of the nozzle
ate, these systems should have standard should also be available for forming seeded
flanging to be compatible with the modular clusters, attaching species to the surface of
source and detector instruments described in the clusters, and labeling. The ion beam

the previous section. In addition, several source can then be mass filtered to produce
smaller apparatuses should be available to a single mass ion beam. Special attention
enhance both collaborator access and should be given to generating a tightly col-
flexibility, limated or focussed ion beam for use with

focused laser excitation.

5.3 Resources Required for Time-
Resolved Dynamic Studies in A source for nonvolatile bonded clusters
Clusters should be developed. A possible candidate is

a Smalley-type laser ablation source, or in

The strategy for developing a working facil- the case of silicate cluster beams, a pyrolysis
ity that will support outside collaborators in or flame source preceding the expansion. A
this area should be to utilize state-of-the- art pick-up source should be employed to study
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adsorbates on cluster surfa_. Thesource amplification can be achieved using a
must be stable for the production of regenerative Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF amplifier
(SiOz)n/adsorbate clusters with n greater (1 kHz) or a copper vapor laser (5 kHz) to
than 50. pump a dye amplifier chain. The resultant

high pulse energies and peak powers will be
Standard continuous nozzle sources will be well suited for generating extended wave-

needed for time-resolved studies employing lengths. The application of sub-picosecond
high-repetition-rate lasers, and a slit-nozzle VUV pulses for single-photon ionization and
source will be necessary for direct absorption IR pulses (1 to 10 microns) for cluster vibra-
experiments. A particularly powerful tech- tional excitation would considerably exceed
nique to develop would be to generate a the experimental capabilities currently avail-
picosecond-to-femtosecond continuum in able in any cluster laboratory.
either the UV, visible, or IR region, and
record complete time-resolved absorption An amplified femtosecond laser would en-
spectra using optical multichannel detection, able researchers to study phenomena such as

electron hydration, energy relaxation, and
5.3.2 Photon Sources direct dissociation in a cluster cage. One of

the greatest potentials for scientific break-
The processes of interest to the dynamics through comes from the combination of a

program span time scales ranging from tens mass-selected negative ion beam, with femto-
of femtoseconds to nanoseconds. For this second electron photodetachment, and
reason a variety of ultrafast lasers, each photoelectron energy analysis. The relatively
suited to a different time domain, will be large diameter of an ion beam necessitates a
required. It is anticipated that the majority of photodetachment laser that maintains large
experiments made at the CSDRF will involve photon flux in an unfocused or softly focused
the measure of chemical processes on the beam. Sufficient pulse energies can be ob-
time scale of tens to hundreds of tained using femtosecond amplification tech-
picoseconds, niques. At present, the shortest pulses (6 fs)

have been obtained using colliding-pulse
An amplified picosecond laser should be mode-locked (CPM) lasers with fiberoptic

used for pump-probe MPI and fluorescence pulse compression. The CPM is a dye laser
measurements. A versatile picosecond and that self mode locks when pumped by a CW
sub-picosecond system can be assembled argon ion laser. Best operation is obtained
based on a CW mode-locked Nd:YAG syn- using rhodamine dyes. Intense amplification
chronously pumping a linear-dye laser, at a single wavelength can be obtained by
Sub-picosecond operation is obtained by doubling 616 nm CPM output and amplifying
pulse compression of either or both of the in the cavity of an excimer laser operating on
532 nm Nd:YAG output and the dye output. XeCI (308 nm). Intense tunable radiation re-
Pulse compression should be used only when quires a dye amplifier chain pumped by a
necessary since it is always desirable to Nd:YAG or a copper vapor laser. A recent
maintain as narrow a frequency bandwidth as development in sub-100-fs generation in-
possible. The range of temporal pulse widths volves self mode,-locking a Ti:sapphire laser
is about 200 fs (60 cm 1) to 5 ps (2 cre'l), with a CW argon ion laser. A Ti:sapphire
with and without pulse compression, laser is a broadly tunable solid state device
respectively. High-repetition-rate dye laser that may in the future hold many advantages

over CPM lasers.
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A synchronously pumped, cavity-dumped role in cluster research. The traditional
picosecond dye laser would be most appro- difficulty in applying photoelectron spec-
priate for single-photon, time-correlated rate troscopy to neutral cluster ionization is in
measurements. This source, which operates assigning photoelectron signals to specific
at low power (1-10 nJ/pulse) but high repeti- cluster sizes. This problem is circumvented if
tion rate (> 1 MHz), would function with a one has a mass-selected cluster beam (cur-
continuous nozzle source and offer time rently nonexistent) or has optical selectivity
resolution of about 10 ps. This facility would through discrete cluster absorptions (seldom
operate as a dependable "workhorse" to pro- the case for large clusters). The PIPECO
duce good quality data for dynamic processes method of detection was developed about
such as state-resolved chemistry and rota- 20 years ago for detecting ionization thres-
tional recurrences. The time resolution of holds and for establishing ion energies. How-
these experiments is dictated by the response ever, it has an additional benefit to cluster
time of microchannel plate photomultiplier studies in that a detected photoelectron
devices, which continue to experience tech- signal can be uniquely assigned to cluster size
nological improvements, by association or coincidence with the

detected cluster ion.

5.3.3 Detection Equipment
An array of traditional detection methods

The basic methods of detection for the dy- should have a major role in the cluster facil-
namics experiments will involve ion mass ity. Capabilities should include TOF mass
analysis, electron energy analysis, and photon spectrometers with reflectron designs, which
detection. Much of this should consist of enable studies of cluster ion metastable

existing technologies and commercial appara- processes, and quadrupole mass spectrom-
tus. We will describe only those detection eters, which are well suited to CW or high-
capabilities that are novel and at the state- repetition-rate (i.e., >1 MHz) operation of
of-the-art level, mode-locked lasers.

A parabolic reflecting time-of-flight
photoelectron spectrometer should be con- 5.4 Resources Required for Cluster
structed based on a recent design that is Structure and Reaction Studies
currently being modified for molecular clus-
ter beam studies. The primary virtues of such Specialized equipment and other resources
a device are its collection efficiency (> _ are needed for the proposed research on
steradians) and single-shot energy mea- cluster structures and reactions. The FT-ICR
surement capabilities. The device can be apparatus, cluster flow-tube reactor, and a
further adapted for detecting photoelectron variety of detectors, probes, and cluster
angular distributions using imaging optics at sources are described here.
the detector plane. The parabolic reflecting
photoelectron spectrometer should be an 5.4.1 Large-Bore, High-Field FT-ICR
integral part of the negative ion femtosecond Apparatus
photoelectron experiments highlighted

earlier. The large-bore, high-field FT-ICR facility
proposed for incorporation in the EMSL will

Phot0ion/photoelectron coincidence be the largest, most capable instrument of its
(PIPECO) detection would serve a novel kind anywhere in the world. As such, it will
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be a unique resource for the community of clusters have only a limited number of active
scientists working in cluster science, and will sites on their surfaces. A particularly infor-
attract scientists from the entire United mative experiment is to determine the num-
States to the laboratory, ber of chemisorptions necessary to "titrate"

these active sites. Often, the number of these
The combination of a large bore and a active sites as a function of cluster size is

high magnetic field is required to enable the critical information leading to a determina-
study of the largest clusters possible with the tion of the structure of the cluster. However,
current level of magnet technology. In the the collisions themselves tend to cause the
FT-ICR technique, the clusters are levitated cluster ions to diffuse from the FT-ICR trap.
in the superconducting magnetic field, being The larger the trap and the higher the
confined to orbit about the field lines in a magnitude of the magnetic field, the less this
cyclotron motion with radius proportional to collisional diffusion mechanism will limit the
the mass divided by the strength of the mag- reaction experiments.
netic field. The large-bore superconducting
magnet proposed for this installation is to A third critical virtue of the large size of
have a bore diameter of over 25 cm with a this FT-ICR magnet is that it will permit the
field strength over 7 T (perhaps as high as entire trap to be surrounded with cryogenic-
14 T, depending on the state of magnet tech- ally cooled surfaces, allowing the contents of
nology at the time of purchase). Based on the trap to be thermalized to any tempera-
performance of smaller cluster FT-ICR appa- ture down to roughly 4 K. This will enable a
ratuses currently operating, this large-bore, large number of sophisticated laser probes of
high-field magnet should permit routine the vibrational and electronic structure of
operation using clusters with a mass/charge the clusters. At the lowest temperatures, it
ratio over 50,000. For most cluster systems, will be possible to physisorb noble gases such
this corresponds to over 1000 atoms. For as neon and argon on the surfaces of the
clusters this size or larger, there is little trapped clusters. Using tunable infrared
incremental difference m ionization poten- lasers, the vibrational absorption spectrum of
tials, so study of multiply-charged clusters of the clusters can be probed by monitoring the
even larger mass will be readily feasible, laser-induced dissociation of these weakly
Much of cluster science is concerned with bound surface complexes. Of course, the
the evolution of properties as a function of same technique will be equally applicable
cluster size in order to follow the transition throughout the visible and ultraviolet, giving
between atomic size and bulk size systems, ready access to the electronic absorption
The large-bore, high-field cluster FT-ICR spectra of these ultracold clusters as a
facility at PNL will follow this atomic-to-bulk function of cluster size.
transition further than any other similar
instrument .in the world. In addition to the straightforward exten-

sion of conventional ICR trap designs to this
A second critical aspect of the large size of larger magnet size, the new facility will be an

the x,--_'_-ICRis that it will permit the surface excellent testing ground for the development
chemistry of the trapped clusters to be fol- of new trap design strategies. For example, a
lowed to well over 106 collisions with gaseous major problem with current traps is that the
phase reactants. This collision-induced chem- weak axial electric field is always accom-
istry is one of the most selective and panied by a significant radial component.
informative probes of the nature of the clus- This radial electric field is responsible for a
ters. For example, it is common to f'md that variety of problems such a reduced resolu-
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tion (it produces a slight shift in the effective coherent image charge currents. In either
cyclotron frequency) and increased sensitivity case, the computer will calculate required
to diffusional loss. With the large-bore mag- inverse Fourier transform of the specified
net at PNL, it will be possible to use a excitation and store the required time
variety of more complicated electrode sets, domain voltage waveform in a local fast
which will dramatically reduce the magnitude memory. At the appropriate time, this stored
of the radial electric field, waveform inverse Fourier transform

(SWIF_ is then sent to a precision DAC,
Electronics for FT-ICR Detection and and the amplified computer-generated volt-
Control age waveform is sent to the ICR cell in

order to appropriately "talk" to the ions.
One of the virtues of the FT-ICR tech- Listening is simply the reverse of this

nique is that most of the complexity neces- process.
sary to achieve high resolution and control is
concentrated in the digital electronics. The This fully digital, computer-based approach
FT-ICR apparatus at PNL will extend this to FT-ICR is not currently available commer-
aspect of the state of the art as weil. Since cially. Its full implementation for this
the cyclotron frequency of a cluster ion de- FT-ICR apparatus will be one example of
pends only on its mass-to-charge ratio and is how the cluster facilities at PNL will drive
independent of its translational velocity or (and to some extent define) the state of the
internal excitation, these clusters behave in art. It is expected to have the same sort of
the FT-ICR apparatus as if each cluster had revolutionary impact on FT-ICR as digital
its own telephone number: its cyclotron frc- transmission and processing of conventional
quency in Hz. The external electronics of the sound data has had on the communication
FT-ICR apparatus are mostly concerned with and music industries. The spinoff of such
"talking" to these cluster ions by generating a technology to other DOE-related research
radio frequency field in the ICR trap at the may be one of the major impacts of the
correct frequency to excite the coherent CSRDF.
cyclotron motion of the desired clusters, and
with "listening" to the motion of these Cluster Sources for the FT-ICR
clusters by detecting the image currents mov- Apparatus
ing to and from the side of the electrodes of
the trap. The proposed cluster FT-ICR The principal cluster source for the FT-
apparatus will implement these modes of ICR apparatus will be a laser-vaporization
operation entirely with computer-driven supersonic beam source of the sort recently
digital electronics. The "talk-to-the-ions" developed by the Smalley group at Rice
function will involve interaction with the University. In spite of its small size, this
experimentalist to describe, in a full graphical source has great generality, and its high
interface, the masses of the cluster ions to vacuum compatibility permits direct injection
excite and the radial magnitudes of the of the supersonic cluster beam into the ICR
excitation desired. Ordinarily this will be trap. Since the clusters are ali accelerated to
done at least twice: the first time to eject the terminal velocity of a room temperature
unwanted cluster ions from the trap, and a supersonic helium beam in such a source,
second time to excite coherently the clusters their translational energy at the time of
remaining in the trap (that may have been injection is linearly proportional to their
modified by chemisorption'or photofragmen- mass. Mass-selective injection is thereby
tation) prior to detection via the resultant accomplished simply by controlling the extent

I
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of deceleration of the clusters as they enter reactions of significance may occur only
the trap. within a surface solvation layer on the cluster

particles--a layer that may not be stable at
Although the laser-vaporization supersonic low pressures. Primarily for this reason, con-

beam was designed primarily for the study of struction of a drift-tube cluster reaction tube
refractory clusters [e.g., metals, semicon- with selected ion injection (SIFI] and a
ductors, and insulators, such as (SiOz)n], with large magnetic sector apparatus for the
small modifications it shows great promise as detection of the product cluster ions is pro-
a general source for FT-ICR studies of large posed. With temperature control down to
polymers, proteins, and other maeromole- 77 K and a drift tube pressure of up to
eules. Combined with the large-bore, high- 1 torr, the cluster reactivity regime of the
field magnet this apparatus may very well set FT-ICR can be extended by a factor of 1000.
and hold the high mass record for the study
of both clusters and macromolecules in A horizontal drift tube (for easiest cou-
general, piing to standard sources) and a high-mass-

range quadrupole mass spectrometer are rec-
In addition, the large FT-ICR apparatus ommended in addition to the sector machine.

will be outfitted with a state-of-the-art The drift tube should be 1- to 2-m long, have
eleetrospray source for the study of both a 10-era inside diameter, and capable of
large multiply-charged biomolecules, and temperature regulation in the range of 80 to
small size colloidal clay (and other mineral) 600 K to +_.5K. The pump on exit flow will
particles dispersed in solution. Although need to be sufficient to maintain 1000 cfm.
most of these particles will be beyond the
size range limits of the FT-ICR, it is ex- 5.4.3 Detectors
petted that they can be charged sufficiently
(over 100 e) to provide q/m values in a ac- The following detectors were identified by
ceptable range. These colloidal panicles, the cluster-reactions working group.
containing tens of thousands of atoms, will
permit the chemistry of clusters to be pushed * quadrupole MS
well into the macroscopic limit.

• TOFMS with laser ionization
Sufficient room will be provided on the

source side of the large FT-ICR apparatus to * sector magnet mass range up to
handle most reasonable future innovations of 50,000 amu with resolution of around
source technology. 10,000 (such as a commercial double-

focusing instrument)
5.4.2 Variable Temperature Cluster
Flow Tube Reactor • collision dynode ,_ith mop detector and

postexcitation.
Reaction studies on the surfaces of clusters

will be nicely handled by the FT-ICR appa- 5.4.4 Resources for Producing
ratus as long as the chemistry to be studied Clusters
occurs within 106 collisions at a total pres-
sure of no larger than about 10"3torr. This The study of cluster re.tctions will require
will encompass a vast array of cluster sys- the following diverse array of cluster sources.
terns. There is concern, however, that many
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Isolated Cluster Sources carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen are
required to study interactions of clusters with

Nozzle technology should be broadly based surfaces and interactions between clusters.
and at the state of the art. Pulsed, CW, high-
cooling, long-pathlength, high-clustering, Intense Mass-Selected Beams
laser-ablation, high-temperature, reaction-
generating, and electrospray sources should To obtain a beam of mass-selected clusters
be maintained and developed. Modeling of for the intense cluster sources will require
proper designs and engineering of this tech- coupling to some form of mass selection. At
nology should be developed. An in-house the present stage of development the most
engineering staff should head this effort, straightforward mechanism for obtaining

samples of mass-selected deposited clusters is
• pulsed laser vaporization sources of the to adjust the source for optimum ion (anion

following types or cation) production. The cluster ions can
then be mass filtered using magnetic sector,

- low-repetition-rate, pulsed-nozzle, Wien filter, quadrupole, or time of flight. It
10-20Hz sources, is recommended that a magnetic-sector ap-

proach be used; efficient usage of sputtered
- high-repetition-rate sources for material is possible since the spatial separa-

continuous flow 100-1000Hz. tion of the different masses would allow

- laser vaporization of large intact multiple cluster samples to be collected.
molecules However, depending on the apparatus to

--polymers which such a source may be coupled, one ormore of the alternative mass selection tech-

--colloids niques may be desirable. Neutral cluster
beams may take advantage of gas scattering

• electro-spray (e.g., colloids,polymers) to achieve some mass separation (i.e., large
sources clusters se?arated from small ones).

• Ar+ sputtering sources for minerals. Mass-Selected Neutral Clusters

To producesolvated ions and van der Waals
The development of a beam of neutral

clusters,a normal pulsed vaporization source mass-selected clusters is highly desirable.is needed to create central cluster ion fol-

lowed by solvent injection prior to expansion This capability would allow cluster deposition
or solvent attachment in an ICR trap (or on insulating substrates such as silica oralumina without the need for electron neu-

drift tube), lt may be advisable to have a tralization (and its complications) at the
separate collimated beam source to dose point of deposition. Research investigating
contents of the ICR trap without bringing

methods of charge-neutralizing, mass-selected
entire apparatus up to high pressure, clusters (charge exchange cells, low energy

electron floods, photodetachment of anions)
A "dial-a cluster" source capability is

should be initiated as soon as possible. Aneeded for a variety of research areas. Clus- "normal" neutral beam source is almost as
ter beams for compounds such as water, desirable as an "intense" cluster beam source.
hydrocarbons, oxygen, carbon monoxide,
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5.4.5 Spectral Analysis Probes • pulsedand CW laserscovering the wave-
length region from the far infrared to the

Spectral analysis probes needed for cluster vacuum ultraviolet
structure and reactions research include the

following: • an amplified picosecond laser

• photodissociation excitation laser * an amplified femtosecond laser

• pulsed lasers for IR multiphoton • a synchronously pumped cavity-dumped
dissociation picosecond dye laser.

• two-color, fast-scan visible lasers or Both pulsed and CW lasers should have
equivalent both wavelength and temporal resolution at

the state of the art. No single-investigator
• spectrophotometer for the study of laboratory can maintain this capability.

absorption spectra in the tandem TOF Flexibility and continued evolution of the
laser sources should be a major priority.

• bolometer-detected spectrometric
detection equipment
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Applications of Cluster Research to Environmental Problems:

Experiment and Theory

Saturday,June 16
EarlyCheck-In (Deskisopen24hours.Normalcheck-inbeginsat4 pm unlessbyprior

arrangemenL)

Cold buffet will be available 5- 7 pm

Sunday, June I7
Breakfast

Late Check-In (free time in Seattle)

Lunch

Plenary Sessions

A_qeramoon(1 pm)
Proposed National Cluster Facility for Environmental Chemistry S.D. Colson
Opporttmities: Environmental C-__ew.istryat Small Particle Interfaces J.E. Amonette
Radiation Chemistry in the Cluster Regime M.A. Johnson

Chemical Probes of Cluster Structures S.J. Riley
Structure and Reactive Dynamics of Transition Metal Clusters J. Jellinek
Dinner at Battelle Seattle Conference Center

Eveniag
Introduction to the Working Groups D.M. Friedrich
Preview of the Workshop Report S.D. Colson/

R. O. Watts
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Monday, June 18
Breakfast

Plenary Session (8 am)

Clusters on Surfaces D. Cox

Dynamics in Clusters D. Ray
Dynamics in Quantum Liquid Clusters K.B. Whaley

Cluster Trapping and Detection R.E. Smalley

Tour of Labs: University of Washington (Bob Watts)

Lunch

First Meeting of the Working Groups

• Water-Contaminant Interactions • Designer Surfaces Through Clusters
(Bernstein) (D. Cox
- cluster models of weak interactions - opportunities for materials chemistry
- water-water - surface preparations
- water-organics (polar, nonpolar) - surface mapping and structures
- water-inorganic ions - surface reactions
- theory - theory

• Cluster Reactivity Studies (Smalley) • Real Time Dynamics Studies in Clusters
- gas phase duster reactions (J. A. Syage)
- methods (scattering, drill tube, etc.) - photolysis and recombination
- pure and mixed silicates - nonradiative relaxation
- silicate binding to water and - initiation of ground-state reactions

contaminants - energy transfer
- theory

Plenary Sessions

Interim reports from the Working Groups

Dinner at Battelle Seattle Conference Center

Tuesday, June 19
Breakfast

Plenary Session

Plenary Discussion on Issues for a National Cluster Facility S.D. Colson, Leader

B.2



Instructions to Working Groups: Formation of the Facility_Requirements Working Group

• Water-Contaminant Interactions • Facility Requirements (S. D. Colson)
- cluster sources

• Cluster Reactivity Studies - mass selection
- cluster trapping

• Designer Surfaces Through Clusters - surface deposition
- diagnostic tools

• Real Time Dynamics Studies in Cluster

Lunch

Ali WorMng Groups: Final Discussions and Preparation of Reports

Vendors conference with PNL Subcontracts (4 pm) Mendy Gragg

Plenary Session

Final Reports and Plenary Discussion

Final Comments and Thanks to the Participants

Dinner at Large (your favorite piace in Seattle)
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